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1
Understanding AMS Designer Simulator
Use Models

The Virtuoso® AMS Designer simulator is a single executable for language-based
mixed-signal simulation. You can use the AMS Designer simulator to design and verify large
and complex mixed-signal SoCs (systems on chips) and multichip designs. The two primary
use models for the AMS Designer simulator are:

■ AMS Designer Incisive use model

For digital-centric design verification, run the AMS Designer simulator from the
command line using irun. This use model takes advantage of the power of the amsd
block.

For schematic-based designs, try the AMS Designer Virtuoso use model:

■ AMS Designer Virtuoso use model

For analog-centric designs, run the AMS Designer simulator from the Virtuoso Analog
Design Environment (ADE) using the OSS netlister and irun.

Both use models feature the simulation front end (SFE) parser, which is the same parser that
the Spectre circuit simulator uses.

The tutorials in this document focus on the AMS Designer Incisive use model (sometimes
abbreviated as AIUM).

Important

Before running these tutorials, verify that your AMS Designer installation is set up
and working. See also “Before You Begin” on page 9.

The AIUM is very suitable for mixed-signal simulation during SoC verification. You can
perform the primary implementation and verification using digital-centric flows and software,
and be well-positioned to perform the final verification using SPICE or Spectre design units.
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Understanding AMS Designer Simulator Use Models
The AIUM provides:

■ Methodologies that support Verilog input for the digital engine and SPICE input for the
analog engine.

■ Easy incorporatation of SPICE blocks into Verilog-centric simulations.

■ All of the benefits of running irun in a single-step flow; the software simulates your
SPICE or Spectre design units using the analog solver.

■ All the performance features of the UltraSim circuit simulator, including digital extended
mode (sim_mode=dx).

Note: For more information about sim_mode=dx, see “Simulation Modes” in the
“Simulation Options” chapter of the Virtuoso UltraSim Simulator User Guide.

You can use SPICE/Spectre or Verilog-AMS IP (intellectual property) to represent the analog
and mixed-signal IP in full and accurate SoC simulations. You can also use SPICE
representations of some digital IP in a full SoC simulation in order to perform checks and
measurements (such as dynamic power consumption or current leakage) you cannot
otherwise perform using digital simulation.
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2
Before You Begin

You can run these tutorials using the AMS Designer simulator.

You can download the tutorial files from the installation hierarchy:

your_install_dir/tools/amsd/samples/aium

To download all tutorials, do the following:

1. Create a tutorial directory in your local area. For example:

mkdir myAmsTutorials

2. Copy the tutorial directories from the installation hierarchy. For example:

cp -r $AMSHOME/tools/amsd/samples/aium/* myAmsTutorials

The system copies all the tutorial directories from samples/aium into
myAmsTutorials.

3. Change to your local tutorials directory. For example:

cd myAmsTutorials

To download only a particular tutorial, do the following:

1. Change to the directory where you want to download the tutorial. For example:

cd myAmsTutorials

2. Copy the tutorial directory from the installation hierarchy. For example:

cp -r $AMSHOME/tools/amsd/samples/aium/build_up .

The system copies the build_up tutorial directory and its contents into the
myAmsTutorials directory.

You are ready to begin.
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Before You Begin
The following tutorials are available:

Directory (in samples/aium) Documentation

amsKeywords Using AMS Keywords on page 51

amsd_saverestart Using the Save-and-Restart Feature of the AMS
Designer Simulator on page 55

amss_envelope Performing Envelope Analysis Using AMS-Spectre on
page 63

fastenv Performing Fast Envelope Analysis Using AMS-UltraSim
on page 73

build_up Building Up a Mixed-Signal Design on page 11

multipower Using ie Statements for Multiple Power Supply Design
on page 79

Real_modeling_irun Real Modeling with the AMS Designer Simulator on
page 89

spice_in_middle Designing with SPICE in the Middle on page 47

sv_ams Using AMS Designer with SystemVerilog on page 103

tbreuse_ignDef Reusing a Digital Testbench with the AMS Designer
Simulator on page 23, Using Reuse Directives in Mixed-
Signal Testbenches on page 25

tbreuse_rw Reusing a Digital Testbench with the AMS Designer
Simulator on page 23, Accessing SPICE Nets inside a
Verilog Design on page 28

VerilogToSpice Working with Port Connections between Verilog and
SPICE on page 33
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3
Building Up a Mixed-Signal Design

You can create a mixed-signal design consisting of Verilog-AMS and SPICE design units, and
simulate your design using irun. The irun program supports a broad mixed-language base
and offers a simple command-line interface for design verification. For more information, see
“Using irun for AMS Simulation” in the Virtuoso AMS Designer Simulator User Guide.
Additional features of irun include the following:

■ irun automatically determines the top-level design unit from Verilog or SystemVerilog
source files. (For other languages, you can use -top to specify the top-level design unit.)

■ irun supports SPICE-in-the-middle design.

■ irun supports the amsd block.

You can build up a mixed-signal design for AMS Designer simulation by

■ Converting a purely digital design into an AMS design by replacing one or more digital
blocks with SPICE or Spectre blocks (netlists), or

■ Stitching existing digital (Verilog) modules together with SPICE/Spectre subcircuits.

We will focus on the second of these two approaches using the build_up tutorial files.

We will demonstrate how to prepare and run the AMS Designer simulator for a design
consisting of SPICE netlists and Verilog modules. We will demonstrate single-step simulation
using irun and the amsd block. This use model is simpler than the ncvlog/ncelab/ncsim
three-step approach.

Important

Before starting this tutorial, see “Before You Begin” on page 9.

See the following topics for details:

■ Design Information on page 13

■ Organizing Design Files into One Directory on page 14
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Building Up a Mixed-Signal Design
■ Building the Testbench on page 15

■ Creating a Run Script for irun on page 17

■ Creating the AMS Control File on page 18

■ Specifying a Configuration for the Design on page 19

■ Specifying Connect Rules on page 20

■ Creating a Tcl File to Probe Digital Nodes on page 20

■ Creating Analog Probes in the Analog Control File on page 21

■ Running irun on page 22
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Building Up a Mixed-Signal Design
Design Information

The example we will use is a PLL design that consists of both SPICE netlists and Verilog
code. The design units for this example might come from analog and digital design
communities separately. This PLL design consists of

■ a VCO (which happens to be a Verilog-A module in this case),

■ a digital frequency divider,

■ a digital frequency counter,

■ a phase detector (PD), and

■ a charge pump.

The VCO generates eight 400 MHz signals with different phases (p0, p45, p90, ... , p315).
The design divides down one of the outputs (p0) by a factor of two before feeding into the
phase detector (vcoclk). The other input to the phase detector is a 200 MHz reference clock
signal (refclk). When the two inputs to the phase detector are out-of-sync, the phase
detector generates corrective pulses to adjust the differential output voltages of the charge
pump (vcop, vcom), which control the frequency of the VCO. When the PLL is in lock, the
vcoclk and refclk signals are in phase and the VCO control signals V(vcop) and
V(vcom) are stable.

The key signals are:

■ testbench.refclk

■ testbench.clk_p0_1x

■ testbench.clk_p0_4x

■ testbench.p1.vcom

■ testbench.p1.vcop

■ testbench.p0

The design files consist of SPICE netlists and Verilog-A for analog design units, analog device
models, and Verilog modules for digital design units as follows:

.
|-- .solutions # Hidden directory for reference
|-- analog # Analog (SPICE) netlist
| |-- ChargePump.sp # Charge pump subckt
| |-- Gates.sp # Basic gates
| |-- PLL.sp # PLL circuit, including all analog blocks
| |-- PhaseDetector.sp # Phase detector subcircuit
| '-- VCO.va # Verilog-A module
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|-- digital # Digital code
| |-- counter.v
| |-- divider.v
| '-- testbench.v # digital stimulus file
'-- models # Model directory

|-- bipolar.scs
|-- diode.scs
|-- gpdk.proc
|-- gpdk.scs
|-- nmos1.scs
|-- pmos1.scs
'-- resistor.scs

Note: PLL.sp includes PhaseDetector.sp and ChargePump.sp (SPICE descriptions)
and uses an ahdl_include statement to include a Verilog-A VCO.

Organizing Design Files into One Directory

To organize the tutorial design files into one directory, do the following:

1. Change to the tutorial directory.

cd build_up

ls
analog digital models

2. Create a directory to contain all the source files, analog as well as digital. For example:

mkdir source

3. Move the analog and digital design files into the source directory you created:

mv analog source
mv digital source

Your directory structure should look like this:

build_up
|-- .solutions
|-- models
|-- source

|-- analog
|-- digital
November 2008 14 Product Version 8.2
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Building Up a Mixed-Signal Design
Building the Testbench

To build a testbench, do the following:

1. Create a top level by connecting and instantiating the analog and digital components.

This example connects digital instances counter and divider, and analog instance
pll_top, using wires vcoclk, clock_2, clock_1, clock_0, net036, and p0.

2. Create stimuli to the DUT.

This example has stimuli for reset and refclk.

3. Monitor or self-check the output.

Note: For information about testbench reuse as regards using $monitor, see “Using
Reuse Directives in Mixed-Signal Testbenches” on page 25.

The skeleton testbench file for this tutorial example is in source/digital/testbench.v:

`timescale 1ps/1ps

module testbench ();

reg reset;
reg refclk;

initial begin
reset=1;
#50 reset=0;

end

always #2500 refclk=~refclk;

endmodule

When we perform the steps to build the testbench, the file looks like this:

`timescale 1ps/1ps

module testbench ();

reg reset;
reg refclk;
wire vcoclk, net036, p0;
wire [2:0] clock;

initial begin
reset=1;
#50 reset=0;

end

initial begin
refclk=0;

end
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always #2500 refclk=~refclk;

counter counter (reset, vcoclk, clock);
divider divider (vcoclk, net036, p0, reset);
pll_top pll_top (refclk, reset, vcoclk, clock, net036, p0, clk_p0_1x, clk_p0_4x);

endmodule

Tip

We do not need to include disciplines.vams because we do not need to declare
any connections as electrical (even though we have wires that connect to
analog ports).
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Building Up a Mixed-Signal Design
Creating a Run Script for irun

To create a run script for irun, create a file called run containing the following irun
command in the build_up directory:

The top line of the script allows us to run it. Your final run script should look like this:

#!/bin/csh -f

irun ./source/digital/*.v \
./amscf.scs \
-amsfastspice \
-discipline logic \
-timescale 1ns/100ps \
-input probe.tcl

Tip

See build_up/.solutions/run.

Some things to note:

■ The AMS control file is just a regular Spectre file that you can specify directly on the
command line. This control file can contain include statements that include analog
model files, SPICE input files, and your analog control file. See “Creating the AMS
Control File” on page 18 for details.

■ You can specify your connect rules file as a regular input file, directly on the command
line.

■ You do not need to specify any connect rules (-amsconnrules). The software
automatically builds the “full-fast” connect rule using the voltage supply level you specify
in an ie statement in an amsd block.

Item/Option Example

Digital design inputs irun ./source/digital/*.v \

AMS control file ./amscf.scs \

UltraSim solver switch -amsfastspice \

Timescale for undefined Verilog
modules

-timescale 1ns/100ps \

Tcl probe on digital nodes -input probe.tcl
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Building Up a Mixed-Signal Design
Creating the AMS Control File

For this example, we will put the following statements in the AMS control file (which is just
another Spectre format input file that happens to contain one or more amsd blocks):

■ include statements for analog model files:

include "./models/resistor.scs" section=res
include "./models/diode.scs" section=dio
include "./models/pmos1.scs" section=nom
include "./models/nmos1.scs" section=nom

■ include statement for the SPICE input file:

include "./source/analog/PLL.sp"

■ include statement for the analog control file:

include "./acf.scs"

See “Creating Analog Probes in the Analog Control File” on page 21 for information
about the contents of this file.

■ The amsd block:

amsd {
portmap subckt=pll_top busdelim="_"
config cell=pll_top use=spice
ie vsup=2.0
}

Tip

See build_up/.solutions/amscf.scs.
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Specifying a Configuration for the Design

You can use a config statement in the amsd block to specify a configuration for the design.
You can put the amsd block in an ordinary Spectre or SPICE input file. You can include analog
SPICE files, specify multiple disciplines and connect module information, simulation control
statements, and so on.

For example, see build_up/.solutions/amscf.scs whose contents include:

*
...
include "./source/analog/PLL.sp"
...
amsd {

portmap subckt=pll_top busdelim="_"
config cell=pll_top use=spice
...
}

The first line is a comment line, which is the convention for Spectre files. In the amsd block,
the portmap statement tells the AMS Designer simulator how a SPICE subcircuit interface
should appear to the elaborator. The config statement specifies a SPICE version for the
pll_top cell, while the rest of the design uses Verilog.

Note: If you are migrating from using a prop.cfg file, you will recognize the following as
equivalent to the amsd block above:

cell pll_top
{

string prop sourcefile="./source/analog/PLL.sp";
string prop sourcefile_opts="-auto_bus";

}

Using irun and the amsd block simplifies setting up and running your simulations by not
requiring the various setup files that the three-step method required: cds.lib, worklib,
prop.cfg, and so on.
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Specifying Connect Rules

Tip

If you are a new user or creating a new test case, we recommend you use an ie
statement in an amsd block in an AMS control file (see “Creating the AMS Control
File” on page 18) to automate the process of creating a custom discipline and
connect rule for connecting the custom discipline to the electrical discipline. You
do not need to specify the connect module path or to compile any connect modules.
The software automatically builds the “full-fast” connect rule using the voltage
supply level you specify and applies the custom discipline to domainless nets in your
design. You can find the set of connect rule files that Cadence provides in
your_install_dir/tools/affirma_ams/etc/connect_lib. See
your_install_dir/tools/affirma_ams/etc/connect_lib/README for
detailed information about them.

Another way to specify connect rules when you run irun is to use the -amsconnrules
command-line option:

irun -amsconnrules nameOfConnRules ...

For example, to specify the 1.8 V full-fast connect rules, you can specify the connect rules file
on the irun command line (just like any other input file) and the set of connect rules, by
name, using the -amsconnrules command-line option as follows:

irun ./source/digital/ConnRules18.vams -amsconnrules ConnRules_18V_full_fast ...

Creating a Tcl File to Probe Digital Nodes

To probe digital nodes and save that information to a database file called waves.shm, create
a Tcl file (probe.tcl) containing the following commands:

database -open waves -into waves.shm -default
probe -create -database waves -all -depth all
probe -create -database waves testbench.refclk
probe -create -database waves testbench.clk_p0_1x
probe -create -database waves testbench.clk_p0_4x
probe -create -database waves testbench.p0

#simvision -input simvision.sv
run
exit

Tip

You can use the one in build_up/.solutions.
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The database command opens the waves.shm waveform database file. The probe
commands create probes for digital nodes. Notice that you can also specify simulation control
commands (such as run) in a Tcl file.

To specify the Tcl file on the irun command line, use the -input command-line option:

irun ... -input probe.tcl ...

Creating Analog Probes in the Analog Control File

In addition to specifying analog simulation control statements (such as the .tran statement
and the UltraSim .usim_opt statements), you can use the UltraSim .probe statement to
specify analog probes in the analog control file. Create the following file in the build_up
directory and call it acf.scs:

***********************************
simulator lang=spice lookup=spectre
***********************************

*--------------------------------------------------------*
* UltraSim Analysis Options
*--------------------------------------------------------*
.tran 1ns 200ns

*--------------------------------------------------------*
* UltraSim Simulator Options
*--------------------------------------------------------*
*ultrasim: .usim_opt  method=gear2
*ultrasim: .usim_opt progress_p=10

.probe v(*) depth=3 preserve=port

.probe v(testbench.p1.vcom) v(testbench.p1.vcop)

.end

Tip

You can also copy build_up/.solutions/acf.scs to the build_up directory.

The first .probe statement saves all analog nodes to a hierarchical depth of three. The
second .probe statement requests a selective save of particular analog nodes.

The simulator saves all analog waveforms into the same database that contains the digital
waveforms (waves.shm), so you can display both analog and digital waveforms in the same
waveform viewer.
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Running irun

Review the irun run script (see “Creating a Run Script for irun” on page 17 or
build_up/.solutions/run). To run the script, type the following command:

./run

You can use SimVision to verify the waveforms when the simulation has finished. You can look
at the irun.log file for simulation messages.
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4
Reusing a Digital Testbench with the AMS
Designer Simulator

When you take a purely digital design and replace one or more digital blocks with SPICE or
Spectre design units, you can find yourself with a purely digital testbench that now has some
out-of-module references (OOMRs) to SPICE items. Even with such references, you can add
settings and directives to the testbench such that you can reuse it in the analog/mixed-signal
domain where you simulate using the Virtuoso® AMS Designer simulator.

Consider the following example statements that might contain OOMRs to SPICE once you
replace a Verilog module (say, timer) with a SPICE or Spectre netlist.

■ force testbench.dut.timer.data[0] = 0

■ if (testbench.dut.timer.data[0] ==1 ) counter = 0

■ wire a=((testbench.dut.timer.data[0] === 1) ||
(testbench.duv.timer.data[1] === 0

■ always @(posedge testbench.dut.timer.data[0] counter = 1

You can choose whether to default the value of the OOMR to X (digital “unknown”) or to ignore
it altogether. Yet another alternative is to write your testbench to use special “conversion”
instances so that you can access SPICE nets in a Verilog design.

Note: The design we will use to demonstrate these methods is approximately the same as
the one we used in “Building Up a Mixed-Signal Design” on page 11.

Tip

You can also use the -ignore_spice_oomr and -default_spice_oomr
command-line options to specify how you want the software to manage
out-of-module references in digital statements when you substitute a SPICE block
for a purely digital (Verilog) block. For more information, see “Using a
Command-Line Option to Manage Out-of-Module References to SPICE” in the
Virtuoso AMS Designer Simulator User Guide.
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Important

Before starting this tutorial, see “Before You Begin” on page 9.

See the following topics for details:

■ Using Reuse Directives in Mixed-Signal Testbenches on page 25

■ Accessing SPICE Nets inside a Verilog Design on page 28
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Using Reuse Directives in Mixed-Signal Testbenches

If you have constructs or techniques to verify your mixed-signal simulation using the same
digital testbench, you can use the `ams_testbench_reuse_ignore and
`ams_testbench_reuse_default_value directives to specify how you want the
software to manage out-of-module references (OOMRs) in digital statements when you
substitute a SPICE block for a purely digital (Verilog) block. You can use these directives in
conjunction with the following statements:

■ if statements

■ $display/$monitor statements

■ Procedural assignments, including blocking and nonblocking

■ force and release procedural statements

■ Continuous assignments

■ Sequential blocks (where the out-of-module reference to SPICE is in a delay or event
control expression)

Consider the following testbench, which you will find in the tbreuse_ignDef tutorial
directory (tbreuse_ignDef/source/digital/testbench.v). Notice that the
$monitor statements in the third initial … begin block have OOMRs to SPICE when
you substitute a SPICE subcircuit for the pll_top design unit.

`timescale 1ps/1ps

module testbench ();

reg reset_d;
reg reset;
reg refclk;
wire vcoclk, clock_2, clock_1, clock_0, net036, p0;

initial begin
reset_d=1;
reset=1;
#200 reset_d=0;

reset=0;
#100000 reset_d=1;

reset=1;
#100 reset_d=0;

reset=0;
end

initial begin
refclk=0;
#200 refclk=1;

end

initial begin
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$monitor (testbench.pll_top.vcom);
$monitor (testbench.pll_top.vcop);

end

always #2500 refclk=~refclk;

counter counter (reset_d, vcoclk, clock_2, clock_1, clock_0);
divider divider (vcoclk, net036, p0, reset_d);
pll_top pll_top (refclk, reset, vcoclk, clock_2, clock_1, clock_0, net036, p0,
clk_p0_1x, clk_p0_4x);

endmodule

See the following topics for information about using the testbench-reuse directives to ignore
the OOMRs or to assign a value of “1’bx” (digital “unknown”):

■ Using the `ams_testbench_reuse_ignore Directive on page 26

■ Using the `ams_testbench_reuse_default_value Directive on page 27

Using the `ams_testbench_reuse_ignore Directive

You can use the `ams_testbench_reuse_ignore directive to cause the simulator to
ignore out-of-module references in digital statements that occur when you substitute a SPICE
block for a purely digital (Verilog) block. When you use the
`ams_testbench_reuse_ignore directive, the software ignores any digital statements
that contain out-of-module references to SPICE blocks. For example:

...
`ams_testbench_reuse_ignore

initial begin
$monitor (testbench.pll_top.vcom);
$monitor (testbench.pll_top.vcop);

end

`end_ams_testbench_reuse_ignore
...

To run this tutorial example, do the following:

1. Edit tbreuse_ignDef/source/digital/testbench.v to remove the // comment
delimiters from the beginning of the lines containing the
`ams_testbench_reuse_ignore and `end_ams_testbench_reuse_ignore
directives.

2. Type ./run on the command line in the tbreuse_ignDef tutorial directory.

You can view simulation messages in the irun.log file.
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See also “Reusing Mixed-Signal Testbenches“ in the Virtuoso AMS Designer Simulator User
Guide.

Using the `ams_testbench_reuse_default_value Directive

You can use the `ams_testbench_reuse_default_value directive to cause the
simulator to assign a value of 1’bx to out-of-module references in digital statements that
occur when you substitute a SPICE block for a purely digital (Verilog) block.

For example:

...
`ams_testbench_reuse_default_value

initial begin
$monitor (testbench.pll_top.vcom);
$monitor (testbench.pll_top.vcop);

end

`end_ams_testbench_reuse_default_value
...

To run this tutorial example, do the following:

1. Edit tbreuse_ignDef/source/digital/testbench.v to remove the // comment
delimiters from the beginning of the lines containing the
`ams_testbench_reuse_default_value and
`end_ams_testbench_reuse_default_value directives.

2. Type ./run on the command line in the tbreuse_ignDef tutorial directory.

You can view simulation messages in the irun.log file.

See also “Reusing Mixed-Signal Testbenches“ in the Virtuoso AMS Designer Simulator User
Guide.
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Accessing SPICE Nets inside a Verilog Design

If you require out-of-module references (OOMRs) to SPICE to be valid (that is, having the
software ignore them or assign them a value of 1’bx will not work for your design), you can
use the following special instances to convert connections of the logic discipline to
electrical so that the software can then convert electrical nodes to SPICE. These
instances allow you to access SPICE nets in a Verilog design:

You can view the modules for these instances in your_install_dir/tools/
affirma_ams/etc/cds_spice_alias/cds_spice.vams. You must compile these
modules before you use them. You can do so by copying this file to your local area and
specifying the cds_spice.vams file name on the irun command line (or in the irun run
script). In this tutorial example, you will find a cds_spice.vams file in tbreuse_rw/
source/digital, so the irun command line will look like this:

irun ... ./source/digital/cds_spice.vams ...

The cds_spice.vams file contains the following modules:

// The program inserts a D2A IE because the port dir is input
module cds_spice_d2a(e);
input e;
electrical e;
parameter spicenet = "null";
endmodule

// The program inserts an A2D IE because the port dir is output
module cds_spice_a2d(e)
output e;
electrical e;
parameter spicenet = "null";
endmodule

// The program inserts a bidir IE because the port dir is inout
module cds_spice_bidir(e)
inout e;
electrical e;
parameter spicenet = "null";
endmodule

Instance Type Description

cds_spice_a2d Analog-to-digital connection from SPICE to Verilog (analog drives)

cds_spice_d2a Digitial-to-analog connection from Verilog to SPICE (digital drives)

cds_spice_bidir Bidirectional connection between Verilog and SPICE

cds_spice_a2a Analog-to-analog connection from Verilog to SPICE (such as
driving a SPICE port from the top level)
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// The program connects analog Verilog-AMS net with SPICE OOMR net
module cds_spice_a2a(e)
input e;
electrical e;
parameter spicenet = "null";
endmodule

Important

When you use these instances, you must specify the full hierarchical path to the
SPICE net you want to access as the parameter of the instance and the Verilog net
as the port connection.

The testbench for this tutorial example is tbreuse_rw/source/digital/testbench.v:

`timescale 1ps/1ps

module testbench ();

reg reset;
reg refclk;
reg a;
reg y;
wire vcoclk, clock_2, clock_1, clock_0, net036, p0;

initial begin
reset=1;
#200 reset=0;

end

initial begin
refclk=0;
#200 refclk=1;

end

always #2500 refclk=~refclk;

`ifdef OOMR_SPICE // AMS mode with out-of-module reference to SPICE

cds_spice_d2a # ("testbench.pll_top.xi85.a") d2a1 (a);
cds_spice_a2d # ("testbench.pll_top.xi85.y") a2d1 (y);

`else

initial begin // pure digital configuration
assign testbench.pll_top.buf1.a = a;
assign y=testbench.pll_top.buf1.y;
end

`endif

initial @(posedge refclk)
begin
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$monitor (a, y);
end

initial begin
# 1000 force a = 0;

end

counter counter (reset, vcoclk, clock_2, clock_1, clock_0);
divider divider (vcoclk, net036, p0, reset);
pll_top pll_top (refclk, reset, vcoclk, clock_2, clock_1, clock_0, net036, p0,
clk_p0_1x, clk_p0_4x);

endmodule

When we replace the pll_top cell with a SPICE version, the assign statement contains an
out-of-module reference (OOMR) to SPICE. By adding the `ifdef block and defining the
OOMR_SPICE macro on the irun command line (-define OOMR_SPICE), we can
conditionally use the special conversion instances, cds_spice_d2a and cds_spice_a2d,
to establish valid connections between SPICE and Verilog. Here is the irun command line
(which you can view in tbreuse_rw/run):

irun ./source/digital/*.v \
./source/digital/cds_spice.vams \
./amscf.scs \
-define OOMR_SPICE \
-amsfastspice \
-iereport \
-timescale 1ns/100ps \
-input probe.tcl

The cds_spice_d2a special instance converts node a to a true SPICE hierarchical name,
testbench.pll_top.xi85.a, where xi85 is a SPICE instance name.

Similarly, the cds_spice_a2d special instance converts node y to a true SPICE hierarchical
name, testbench.pll_top.xi85.y, where xi85 is a SPICE instance name.

Note: The xi85 instance appears in source/analog/PLL.sp, in the pll_top subcircuit.
The subcircuit definition for buf4_g14 (of which xi85 is an instance) appears in source/
analog/Gates.sp. This buffer has nodes a and y.

Only when you run irun with the -define option to define the OOMR_SPICE macro does
the program use these special conversion instances.

You can look in the irun.log file for the interface element (IE) report. The first IE is
testbench.a__L2E_2__electrical, which corresponds to the cds_spice_d2a. The
instance name, d2a1, becomes driver pin testbench.d2a1. The second IE is
testbench.y__E2L_2__electrical, which corresponds to the cds_spice_a2d.
Because the driver is from SPICE, the elaborator does not have driver information.

----------IE report -------------

Automatically inserted instance: testbench.a__L2E_2__electrical (merged):
connectmodule name: L2E_2,
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inserted across signal: a
and ports of discipline: electrical
Sensitivity infomation:

No Sensitivity info
Discipline of Port (Din): logic, Digital port
Drivers of port Din:

(testbench.d2a1) input port 1, bit 0 (./source/digital/testbench.v:29)
Loads of port Din:

Load: VST_S_BLOCKING_ASSIGNMENT, Line 75, Index 0,
 in: testbench.a__L2E_2__electrical

Discipline of Port (Aout): electrical, Analog port
Automatically inserted instance: testbench.y__E2L_2__electrical (merged):

connectmodule name: E2L_2,
inserted across signal: y
and ports of discipline: electrical
Sensitivity infomation:

No Sensitivity info
Discipline of Port (Ain): electrical, Analog port
Discipline of Port (Dout): logic, Digital port
Drivers of port Dout: No drivers
Loads of port Dout: No loads

See also “Accessing SPICE Nets inside a Verilog Design“ in the Virtuoso AMS Designer
Simulator User Guide.
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5
Working with Port Connections between
Verilog and SPICE

The AMS Designer simulator in the AIUM1 flow supports designs that have Verilog on top and
SPICE in the middle. In designs such as these, it is important for the signals to propagate
between Verilog and SPICE in an expected way. Port direction, bus ordering, and
concatenated expressions are some of the issues that can affect these connections.

Important

Before starting these tutorials, see “Before You Begin” on page 9.

The four tutorials we will explore are in the VerilogToSpice directory:

See the following topics for more information:

■ Using Port Expressions on page 34

■ Binding SPICE Ports to Verilog Ports on page 36

See also "Binding Ports" in the design verification chapter of the Virtuoso® AMS Designer
Simulator User Guide.

1. AIUM stands for AMS Designer Incisive Use Model.

Subdirectory Description

auto_bus How to use the “autobus” feature for regular port mapping

port_expression How to use port expressions to combine different signal types
(such as logic, reg, electrical) into one item in a port list

port_mapping How to set up and use a customized port-bind file

veri_file How to specify a Verilog file for corresponding SPICE
replacement cell port mappings
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Using Port Expressions

For information about port expressions you can use when connecting Verilog to SPICE, see
“Using Port Expressions when Connecting to Analog“ in the Virtuoso AMS Designer
Simulator User Guide.

To begin the tutorial on port expressions, do the following:

1. Change to the port_expression tutorial subdirectory. For example, assuming you are
in the directory where you installed the tutorial files:

cd VerilogToSpice/port_expression

2. Open test.vams and look at module top which contains the following five analog
child block instances:

analog_child child1( {{a, b, c, 2'b10}, {d, c, a, b, 2'b10}} );
analog_child child2( {{a, {2{b, 2'b10}}}, {a, b, 2'b10}} );
analog_child child3( {{top.d1.r, top.d1.p, top.d1.l, top.d1.l},

{top.d1.r, top.d1.p, top.d1.l, 2'b10}} );
analog_child child4( {2{top.d1.r, top.d1.p, top.d1.l, top.d1.l}} );
dummy d1();
analog_child child5( {{2{2'b10, 2'b10}}, {2'b10, in_bit, in_bit, 2'b10}} );

child1 contains recursive concatenation; child2 has multiple concatenations inside a
concatenation; child3 has multiple concatenation expressions with an out-of-module
reference (OOMR) on a port; child4 has multiple concatenations including an OOMR
expression; child5 has multiple concatenations inside a concatenation.

Note: You might also notice child6, which contains a multiply-recursive concatenation:

//analog_child child6( {2{{2{a[1], 1'b1}},{2'b01,b}}} );

The software does not support this form of concatenation at this time.

3. To run the simulation, use the run script:

./run

Note: The run script looks like this:

#! /bin/csh -f
irun ./test.vams \

amscf.scs  \
-amsfastspice \
-iereport  \
-timescale 1ns/1ns \
-input probe.tcl

4. Open the irun.log file and look at the IE report at the connect modules for constant
expressions, such as:

Automatically inserted instance: top.\Exp0=2'b10__L2E_2__electrical (merged):
connectmodule name: L2E_2,
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inserted across signal: Exp0=2'b10
and ports of discipline: electrical
Sensitivity infomation:

No Sensitivity info
Discipline of Port (Din): logic, Digital port

The inserted across signal line indicates the expression the software uses for the
signal. The software inserts L2E connect modules for logic-to-electrical connections.

To run SimVision to look at all the port signals and to verify their values, do the following:

1. Change to the VerilogToSpice/port_expression/top.shm directory:

cd top.shm

2. Run SimVision:

simvision &

3. In SimVision, choose File – Open Database.

4. Select top.trn.

5. View the port signals and verify that the out-of-module references on ports return correct
values.

6. When you are finished, choose File – Exit SimVision.

7. Run the clean-up script:

./clean_up
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Binding SPICE Ports to Verilog Ports

The following tutorial exercises demonstrate three methods for binding SPICE ports to Verilog
ports:

■ Using the autobus Feature on page 37

■ Using a Port-Bind File on page 41

■ Using a Verilog File to Specify Port Binding for a Corresponding SPICE Subcircuit on
page 45

For assistance in deciding which method is best for your design, see "Binding Ports" in the
Virtuoso AMS Designer Simulator User Guide.
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Using the autobus Feature

When mapping SPICE ports to Verilog ports, you can use the autobus feature if your design
contains regular port connectivity with uniform case mapping and identical bus ordering.
Using the autobus feature, you can connect Verilog vector buses to SPICE scalar ports
directly. You can also make port connections by name.

Note: See also "Binding Ports using autobus" in the Virtuoso® AMS Designer Simulator
User Guide.

The tutorial design is a delay locked loop (DLL) circuit that contains both Verilog modules and
SPICE subcircuits.

This circuit schematic is also available in dll.pdf in the auto_bus directory
(VerilogToSpice/auto_bus/dll.pdf).

The key signals for this example are:

■ dll.clk_in

■ dll.comp

■ dll.ld

■ dll.bit[5:0]

■ dll.clk_out

Binary-weighted
delay line BUF

Frequency
Divider
(div4)

Phase
Comparator

BUF

Successive
Approximation

Register

clk_in

ck1

bit[5:0]

clk_out

1pF

comp/ld

<<<(Verilog)
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The directory structure for this tutorial (VerilogToSpice/auto_bus) is as follows:

.
|-- acf.scs  # Analog control file including AMS options
|-- amscf.scs # AMS control file containing amsd block
|-- clean_up  # Clean created files, use to rerun the tutorial case
|-- dll.pdf  # Circuit structure
|-- models  # Model directory
| |-- n_p6.pm3
| `-- p_p6.pm3
|-- probe.tcl # Tcl file for saving signals
|-- run # Run script for irun with AMS control file
|-- simvision.sv # SimVision config file for waveform display
`-- source  # All source files

`-- analog # Analog netlist
`-- dll_spice.sp

`-- digital  # Verilog source code
|-- div4.v
|-- dll.vams
`-- sar6bit.v

To perform this tutorial exercise, do the following:

1. Change to the auto_bus tutorial subdirectory. For example, assuming you are in the
directory where you installed the tutorial files:

cd VerilogToSpice/auto_bus

2. View the dll.vams file in source/digital and examine the Verilog-to-SPICE bus
connection:

dll_spice I_dll_spice(clk_reg,start_reg,ck1,comp,ld,start_,bit[5:0],clk_out);

In particular, notice the bit[5:0] connection.

Also examine the four instances inside module top. We will apply autobus to the first
instance, I_dll_spice, for the bus connection.

The second instance, I_SAR6BIT, is a block inside the DLL circuit.

The third and the fourth are two instances of the div4 cell. Later, we will demonstrate
how to set these two instances to SPICE or Verilog views in an amsd block.

Close the file without saving any changes.

3. Examine the amscf.scs control file:

*******
include "dll_spice.sp"
include "acf.scs"

amsd {
ie vsup=5
portmap subckt=dll_spice autobus=yes busdelim="<>"
config cell=dll_spice use=spice
portmap subckt=div4
config inst=dll.Idiv4_spice use=spice
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portmap module=div4 reffile="source/digital/div4.v"
config inst=dll.I_dll_spice.XI69 use=hdl
}

The first line is a comment line, complying with SPICE file format requirements. The file
includes the analog netlist, dll_spice.sp, and the top-level analog control file,
acf.scs (which includes AMS options as well as analysis commands). The ie
statement specifies connect module parameters. The first portmap statement in the
amsd block specifies two options that affect Verilog to SPICE bus connections:

autobus=yes // Use autobus connection feature
busdelim="<>" // Specifies the bus delimitor

The second portmap/config statement pair specifies the Idiv4_spice instance of
the div4 cell at top level as a SPICE view. This is a SPICE-on-leaf example:

portmap subckt=div4
config inst=dll.Idiv4_spice use=spice

The third portmap/config statement pair specifies the XI69 instance of the div4 cell,
inside I_dll_spice, as a Verilog view. This is a SPICE-in-the-middle example:

portmap module=div4 reffile="source/digital/div4.v"
config inst=dll.I_dll_spice.XI69 use=hdl

Important

You must specify the full path to the instance when you use the inst parameter.
See also the inst parameter description in "Using an amsd Block" in the Virtuoso
AMS Designer Simulator User Guide.

Close the file without saving any changes.

4. To run the example, use the run script:

./run

The software creates a port-bind file in the portmap_files directory: dll_spice.pb.
You can use this file to specify port bindings, if it meets your requirements. The
autobus=yes specifier in the portmap statement causes the software to write the
following line to the port-bind file:

{ bit<5>, bit<4>, bit<3>, bit<2>, bit<1>, bit<0> }: bit[5:0] dir=inout

You do not need to use this port-bind file for this tutorial. To see how to use a port-bind
file, see “Using a Port-Bind File” on page 41.
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5. Use SimVision to explore the waveform results:

a. Type simvision & on the command line.

b. In SimVision, choose File – Open Database.

c. Select the waves.trn file in waves.shm and click Open.

d. Examine the SPICE signals inside Idiv4_spice, and the Verilog signals inside
Idiv4_behav and I_dll_spice.XI69. Compare the input and output of these
instances; observe the divide-by-four clock; observe which signal is digital and
which is analog.

e. When you are finished exploring waveforms, choose File – Exit SimVision.

6. You can clean up the example files by running the clean-up script in the auto_bus
tutorial directory:

./clean_up

Information about Bus Mapping and the prop.cfg File for Customers Migrating from a
Previous Version of the AMS Designer Simulator

If you are migrating from a previous version of the AMS Designer simulator, you might recall
that you had to break down connections between Verilog vector buses and SPICE scalar
ports and pass the net connections by order. For example:

module verilog;
wire [0:5] v;
analog_top xana_top ( v[0], v[1], v[2], v[3], v[4], v[5] );
endmodule
.subckt analog_top p<0> p<1> p<2> p<3> p<4> p<5>
...
.ends

With the autobus feature, you no longer need to take the time to edit your connections in this
way. The autobus feature can save you a great deal of time, especially in the case of bus
vectors with a large number of bits.
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Using a Port-Bind File

If you need to customize port mapping information because your design contains complicated
bus forms or you require mixed-case mappings, you can use a port-bind file. In your port-bind
file, you can specify port mappings for mixed ascending/descending bus order, signal
concatenations in buses, as well as mixed-case port mappings. You can start with the
autobus-generated port-bind file (*.pb) and edit it to your requirements, or you can create a
port-bind file from scratch. For more information, see "Binding Ports using a Port Bind File"
in the Virtuoso® AMS Designer Simulator User Guide.

Note: For information about how to format port mappings, see "Creating a Customized Port-
Bind File" in the Virtuoso AMS Designer Simulator User Guide.

Important

You cannot connect a SystemVerilog net directly to a SPICE port.

To specify the port-bind file, use the portmap statement in an amsd block as follows:

include "analog_top.sp"
amsd {

portmap subckt=analog_top file="analog_top.pb"
config cell=analog_top use=spice
}

The tutorial design consists of a PLL circuit with five major blocks:

■ Voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO, a Verilog-A block)

■ Phase detector (a SPICE block)

■ Charge pump (a SPICE block)

■ Divider (a Verilog block)

■ Counter (a Verilog block)

The top-level testbench is a Verilog module that instantiates the pll_top SPICE block.
Inside the pll_top SPICE block, the VCO outputs eight evenly-spaced 400 MHz clocks, 45
degree phase apart from each other. One output clock then passes through a divider and
feeds back into the phase detector (vcoclk). The phase detector (PD) compares the
incoming clock signal with the VCO output clock and produces either an up or a down signal
to control the charging or discharging of the charge pump (CP). As a result, the PD either
raises or lowers the VCO output clock frequency to bring it back in sync with the incoming
clock. When the feedback loop becomes stable, the design locks the VCO frequency to that
of the incoming signal.
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The structure of this design, by language, is as follows:

Verilog (on top)
|
|

SPICE (PLL)
|
|
|-----------------|------------------------|---------------------|

Verilog-A (VCO) SPICE (PD & CP) Verilog (divider) Verilog (counter)

From this diagram, you can see the SPICE-in-the-middle configuration of this design.

The directory and file structure is as follows:

. # VerilogToSpice/port_mapping directory
|-- acf.scs # analog control file
|-- clean_up # clean-up script
|-- models # model directory
|-- pll_top.pb # port-bind file
|-- probe.tcl # Tcl script for saving signals
|-- simvision.svcf # SimVision config file
|-- amscf.scs # AMS control file containing amsd block
|-- prop.cfg # config file
|-- run # run script for irun with amsd block
|-- run_propcfg # run script for irun with prop.cfg file
`-- source # source file directory

`-- analog # analog netlist
|-- ChargePump.sp # Charge Pump in SPICE
|-- Gates.sp # Buffer in SPICE
|-- PLL.sp # PLL in SPICE
|-- PhaseDetector.sp # Phase Detector in SPICE
`-- VCO.va # VCO in Verilog-A

`-- digital # digital modules
|-- counter.v # counter Verilog module
|-- divider.v # divider Verilog module
`-- testbench.v # top-level testbench Verilog module

You can browse through the files in the source directories (analog and digital) to
explore the SPICE, Verilog-A, and Verilog blocks in this design.

The SPICE file, source/analog/PLL.sp, contains instances of the Verilog-A VCO (vco
from source/analog/VCO.va), the Verilog counter (from source/digital/
counter.v), and the Verilog divider (from source/digital/divider.v):

...
yi0 p0 p45 p90 p135 p180 p225 p270 p315 ibiasvco vcop vcom vco
...
xi116 reset vcoclk clock_2 clock_1 clock_0 counter
...
xi20 vcoclk net036 p0 reset divider
...
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To run this tutorial example, do the following:

1. Change to the port_mapping directory.

For example, from the VerilogToSpice directory, type

cd port_mapping

2. Examine the reference to the port-bind file, pll_top.pb, in the portmap statement in
the amsd block in amscf.scs:

***********
include "./source/analog/PLL.sp"
include "./models/resistor.scs" section=res
include "./models/diode.scs" section=dio
include "./models/pmos1.scs" section=nom
include "./models/nmos1.scs" section=nom
include "acf.scs"

amsd{
ie vsup=1.8
portmap subckt=pll_top file="pll_top.pb"
config cell=pll_top use=spice
portmap module=divider reffile="./source/digital/divider.v"
config cell=divider use=hdl
portmap module=counter reffile="./source/digital/counter.v"
config cell=counter use=hdl
}

3. Examine the port-bind file, pll_top.pb:

refclk : refclk dir=inout
reset : RESET dir=inout
{p0_clk_1, p0_clk_0} : P0_CLK[0:1] dir=inout

The node specification in the subcircuit definition for the pll_top SPICE block (in
source/analog/PLL.sp) corresponds to the identifiers to the left of the colon in the
port-bind file (the actualName):

.subckt pll_top refclk reset p0_clk_1 p0_clk_0

The Verilog identifiers in the pll_top instance statement in the top-level Verilog
testbench (in source/digital/testbench.v) correspond to the identifiers on the
right side of the colon in the port-bind file (the portName):

...
module testbench ();

reg RESET;
reg refclk;
wire [0:1] clk_out;
...
pll_top p1(.refclk(refclk), .RESET(RESET), .P0_CLK(clk_out));
...
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The reset : RESET mapping in pll_top.pb represents a mixed-case binding
(lowercase reset in the subcircuit definition; uppercase RESET in the Verilog reg
declaration). The {p0_clk_1, p0_clk_0} : P0_CLK[0:1] binding in pll_top.pb
demonstrates how you can bind a SPICE bus whose order is descending (p0_clk_1
p0_clk_0 in the subcircuit definition) to a Verilog bus whose order is ascending (wire
[0:1] clk_out; in module testbench). The port-bind file lets you manage these
complex bindings.

4. To run this tutorial example, use the run script:

./run

When the simulation finishes, SimVision windows appear.

Note: The irun command in the run script looks like this:

5. (Optional) In the SimVision Waveform window, examine the key signals.

6. When finished using SimVision, choose File – Exit SimVision.

7. (Optional) To remove simulation-generated files, run the clean-up script:

./clean_up

irun \

-messages \ Request verbose messages

-amsf \ Request UltraSim solver

-access +rw \ Turn on read/write object access

-timescale 1ns/100ps \ Set timescale for digital solver

-iereport \ Request interface element report

amscf.scs \ Input file: AMS controls

-input probe.tcl \ Tcl probes

./source/digital/ *.v \ Verilog input files
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Using a Verilog File to Specify Port Binding for a Corresponding SPICE
Subcircuit

When binding SPICE ports to Verilog ports, if you have a Verilog version for a design unit (that
you used for verification, perhaps) and you replace it with a SPICE subcircuit, you can use
the Verilog version of the design unit to specify port binding by referencing the Verilog file so
that the software can determine how to bind the ports using the Verilog port interfaces.
To examine how this works, do the following:

1. Change to the VerilogToSpice/veri_file tutorial directory.
For example, from the VerilogToSpice directory, type the following:

cd veri_file

2. Examine the source/analog/PLL.v file, which contains only a single simple module
definition for pll_top. This module definition defines the Verilog port interfaces:

module pll_top (refclk, RESET, P0_CLK);
output [0:1] P0_CLK;
input refclk;
input RESET;

endmodule

3. Examine the source/analog/PLL.sp SPICE file. The opening line of the pll_top
subcircuit definition is as follows:

.subckt pll_top refclk reset p0_clk_1 p0_clk_0

You can match up the ports of the Verilog pll_topmodule with this subcircuit definition.

4. Examine the irun command in the run script:

irun \
-messages \
-amsf \
-access +rw \
-timescale 1ns/100ps \
-iereport \
amscf.scs \
-input probe.tcl \
./source/digital/*.v \

5. Examine the amscf.scs input file:

***********
include "./source/analog/PLL.sp"
include "./models/resistor.scs" section=res
include "./models/diode.scs" section=dio
include "./models/pmos1.scs" section=nom
include "./models/nmos1.scs" section=nom
include "acf.scs"

amsd{
ie vsup=1.8
portmap subckt=pll_top reffile="./source/analog/PLL.v"
config cell=pll_top use=spice
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portmap module=divider reffile="./source/digital/divider.v"
config cell=divider use=hdl
portmap module=counter reffile="./source/digital/counter.v"

porttype=name
config cell=counter use=hdl
}

This file includes the PLL.sp SPICE file that contains the SPICE definition for the
pll_top cell. The acf.scs file contains UltraSim analysis commands and options. In
the amsd block, the portmap statements reference the Verilog files that contain the port
mapping information. The config statements indicate which version to use (SPICE or
Verilog) for each cell.

Note: See also "Binding Ports using a Verilog File" in the Virtuoso® AMS Designer
Simulator User Guide.
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Designing with SPICE in the Middle

A SPICE-in-the-middle arrangement consists of a hierarchy in which a Verilog-AMS block
instantiates a SPICE block that, in turn, instantiates a Verilog-AMS block. We will
demonstrate how you can use the AMS Designer simulator to simulate a design that has a
digital part (Verilog-AMS modules) and an analog part (SPICE netlist and Verilog-A module)
with a SPICE-in-the-middle arrangement.

The tutorial design is a PLL consisting of

■ a VCO (Verilog-A module)

■ a digital frequency divider

■ a digital frequency counter

■ a phase detector (PD)

■ and a charge pump

The VCO generates eight 400MHz signals with different phases (p0, p45, p90, ... , p315).
The design divides down one of the outputs (p0) by a factor of two before feeding into the
phase detector (vcoclk). The other input to the phase detector is a 200MHz reference clock
signal (refclk). When the two inputs to the PD are out-of-sync, the PD generates corrective
pulses to adjust the differential output voltages of the charge pump (vcop, vcom), which
control the frequency of the VCO. When the PLL is in lock, the signals vcoclk and refclk
are in phase, and the VCO control signals V(vcop) and V(vcom) are stable.

The design architecture is as follows:

The pll_top subcircuit includes the PhaseDetector.sp and ChargePump.sp SPICE files
and the Verilog-A VCO (VCO.va) by way of an ahdl_include statement.

TB1_pllDivider_stimuli module Verilog at the top level

pll_top subcircuit SPICE netlist in the middle

counter and divider modules Verilog at the bottom level
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The key signals for this example are as follows:

■ TB1_pllDivider_stimuli.refclk

■ TB1_pllDivider_stimuli.clk_p0_1x

■ TB1_pllDivider_stimuli.clk_p0_4x

■ TB1_pllDivider_stimuli.p1.vcom

■ TB1_pllDivider_stimuli.p1.vcop

■ TB1_pllDivider_stimuli.p1.xi19.p0

The directory structure for this tutorial (spice_in_middle) is as follows:

.
|-- acf.scs # UltraSim analysis commands and options
|-- amscf.scs # AMS control file containing amsd block
|-- clean_up # Clean created files, use to rerun the tutorial
|-- models # Model directory
|-- probe.tcl # Tcl file for saving signals
|-- run # Run script for irun with AMS control file
|-- simvision.sv # SimVision config file for waveform display
'-- source # All source files

|-- analog # Analog (SPICE) netlist
| |-- ChargePump.sp # Charge pump subckt
| |-- Gates.sp # Basic gates
| |-- PLL.sp # PLL circuit, including all analog blocks
| |-- PhaseDetector.sp # Phase detector subcircuit
| '-- VCO.va # Verilog-A module
'-- digital # Digital code

|-- counter.v
|-- divider.v
'-- stimuli.vams # digital stimulus file

Important

Before starting this tutorial, see “Before You Begin” on page 9.

To run this tutorial, do the following:

1. Change to the tutorial directory. For example:

cd spice_in_middle

2. Examine the top-level Verilog-AMS module in source/digital/stimuli.vams,
which contains an instance of the SPICE pll_top subcircuit:

module TB1_pllDivider_stimuli ();

reg reset;
reg refclk;
electrical clk_p0_1x, clk_p0_4x;
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initial begin
reset=1;
#50 reset=0;

end

initial begin
refclk=0;
#200 refclk=1;

end

always #2500 refclk=~refclk;

pll_top p1(refclk, reset, clk_p0_1x, clk_p0_4x);

endmodule

3. Examine source/analog/PLL.sp, which contains dummy SPICE subcircuit
definitions for divider and for counter. The software uses these definitions when
generating the port-bind files for the AMS Designer simulator.

.subckt divider result_0 result_1 clock asynch_reset

.ends divider

.subckt counter asynch_reset clock out[2] out[1] out[0]

.ends counter

4. Further examine source/analog/PLL.sp, which also contains a SPICE subcircuit
definition for plldivider_g17. This subcircuit definition contains instances of Verilog
modules counter and divider (whose source files are in source/digital). The
pll_top SPICE subcircuit definition contains an instance of the plldivider_g17
subcircuit:

...

.subckt plldivider_g17 clk_p0_1x clk_p0_4x ibias p0 p45 p90 p135 p180 p225
+p270 p315 refclk reset vcoclk vcom vcop inh_setic0 inh_vdd inh_vss
...
xi116 reset vcoclk clock_2 clock_1 clock_0 counter
...
xi20 vcoclk net036 p0 reset divider
...
.subckt pll_top refclk reset clk_p0_1x clk_p0_4x
* xi22 refclk reset sub2
xi19 clk_p0_1x clk_p0_4x ibias net038 net034 net027 net033 net026 net032
+net025 net031 refclk reset net030 vcom vcop setic0! vdd! 0 plldivider_g17
...

The SPICE-in-the-middle arrangement consists of the stimuli.vams Verilog-AMS file
that instatiates the pll_top SPICE subcircuit that, in turn, instantiates the
plldivider_g17 subcircuit that, in turn, instantiates two Verilog modules: counter
and divider.
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5. Examine the config statements in the amsd block in the amscf.scs file:

***********
include "./source/analog/PLL.sp"
include "./models/resistor.scs" section=res
include "./models/diode.scs" section=dio
include "./models/pmos1.scs" section=nom
include "./models/nmos1.scs" section=nom
include "acf.scs"

amsd{
ie vsup=1.8
portmap subckt=pll_top
config cell=pll_top use=spice
portmap module=divider reffile="./source/digital/divider.v"
config cell=divider use=hdl
portmap module=counter reffile="./source/digital/counter.v"
config cell=counter use=hdl

}

These statements specify which version to use (SPICE or Verilog) for each cell.

6. To run the tutorial, use the run script:

./run

7. (Optional) To clean up simulation-generated files, run the clean_up script:

./clean_up
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Using AMS Keywords

The Virtuoso AMS Designer simulator provides a mechanism for specifying the active set of
keywords when mixing Verilog-AMS and Verilog languages together in the same design.
Using this mechanism, you can avoid keyword clashes that might otherwise occur when legal
wire names in the Verilog language turn out to be identifiers or keywords in the Verilog-AMS
language. For example, the port name sin in Verilog might clash with the sin sinusoidal
function name in Verilog-AMS unless you select a set of active keywords to prevent this clash.

Here is how it works:

1. Use the `begin_keywords directive in the Verilog file before the module that uses the
identifier or keyword that might clash to specify the active set of keywords. For example:

`begin_keywords "1364-2001"

This string specifies the Verilog 2001 set of keywords. Using this setting, the parser does
not recognize Verilog-AMS keywords such as sin, cos, and discipline as keywords.

2. Use the `end_keywords directive after the Verilog module to reset the keyword list to
contain Verilog-AMS keywords.

For more information about these directives, see “Specifying Which Reserved Keyword List
to Use“ in the Cadence Verilog-AMS Language Reference.

This tutorial example takes about 10 minutes to complete.

The tutorial example is a simple design that contains a Verilog (digital) module and a
Verilog-AMS module. The design files and directory structure looks like this:

.
|-- acf.scs # Analog control file, including simulator options
|-- amscf.scs # AMS control file
|-- clean_up # Clean created files
|-- run # Run script
'-- source # Includes digital source files

|-- ams_module.vams
|-- dig_module.vams
'-- top.v
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Important

Before starting this tutorial, see “Before You Begin” on page 9.

To run this tutorial, do the following:

1. Change to the tutorial directory. For example:

cd amsKeywords

2. Use the run script:

./run

The compilation fails with error messages:

file: ./source/dig_module.vams
parameter sin = "hello"; // uses an AMS keyword as an identifier!

|
ncvlog: *E,FNDKWD (./source/dig_module.vams,5|12): A Verilog keyword was found
where an identifier was expected.

$strobe("%s",sin);
|

ncvlog: *E,EXPLPA (./source/dig_module.vams,7|22): expecting a left
parenthesis ('(') [4.2(AMSLRM)].

module worklib.digital_module:vams
errors: 2, warnings: 0

3. Run the clean-up script to remove the generated files:

./clean_up

4. Edit source/dig_module.vams to remove the comment delimiter (//) from the
beginning of lines 2 and 12 so that the `begin_keywords and `end_keywords
directives are active:

`begin_keywords "1364-2001"

module digital_module;
parameter sin = "hello"; // uses an AMS keyword as an identifier!
initial begin

$strobe("%s",sin);
end
endmodule

`end_keywords

5. Save and close the file.

The parser will recognize only the subset of Verilog-AMS keywords that are part of the
1364-2001 standard as keywords.

6. Use the run script again:

./run
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There are no errors.

7. (Optional) Run the clean-up script to remove generated files:

./clean_up
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Using the Save-and-Restart Feature of
the AMS Designer Simulator

AMS-Spectre means the Virtuoso® AMS Designer simulator using the Spectre solver.
AMS-UltraSim means the Virtuoso AMS Designer simulator using the UltraSim solver.

Note: The estimated time to complete this tutorial is 1.5 hours.

You can use the save-and-restart feature of the Virtuoso® AMS Designer simulator (both
AMS-Spectre and AMS-UltraSim) to save the simulation database at a specific time point and
use that saved database to restart the simulation from that same time point. In particular, the
save-and-restart feature lets you

■ Achieve maximum simulation speed by simulating only the portion of time that requires
a highly accurate simulation mode (for example, simulating a PLL locking process in
accurate mode and then switching to a higher speed mode once the PLL is locked)

■ Perform what-if analyses on problematic sections of a design

■ Test circuits that are only semi-functional using an abstract model for unimplemented
capabilities

■ Save and restart for “rainy days” such as unexpected simulation crashes

You can save time by saving snapshots during a long simulation run (such as a full-chip
design that might take days, or even weeks) so that you do not need to rerun the simulation
from the beginning (to support any special debugging/analysis purposes you might have or
in case of any mishaps that might occur), especially prior to tape-out.

Important

If you want to use save-and-restart with AMS-Spectre, you must be using the
simulation front end (SFE) parser. You can use save-and-restart either in non-
interactive mode or in Tcl mode.

Running AMS-UltraSim, you can save either in non-interactive (command-line)
mode or in Tcl mode, but you can restart only in command-line mode.
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See the following topics for tutorial details:

Important

Before starting this tutorial, see “Before You Begin” on page 9.

■ Save-and-Restart Use Models on page 57

■ Test Case Description on page 57

■ Using Save-and-Restart in AMS-Spectre on page 58

■ Using Save-and-Restart in AMS-UltraSim on page 61

4.2.2 Options in irun to support save/restart

* -snapshot <snapshot_name> : to save snapshot after elaboration at command-line

* -r <snapshot_name> : Force simulation using snapshot you saved before(from
command-line or tcl)

* -R : Simulate using last snapshot generated

Basically you can use irun -R -r <snapshot_name> <other options> to restart from irun
command line, for both AMS-Spectre and AMS-Ultrasim.

Please note at restart you can modify some irun simulation command options, instead
of adding only -R -r <snapshot_name> options.

tagit:make sure above info is included
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Save-and-Restart Use Models

The most common use models for save-and-restart are

■ Running AMS-Spectre, save a snapshot of a simulation in Tcl and restart in Tcl mode or
in command-line mode after making changes in the analog control file to simulation
parameters such as reltol or abstol that do not affect the circuit topology

■ Running AMS-UltraSim, you can save a snapshot in Tcl mode, but you can restart only
in command-line mode

Test Case Description

The design in this tutorial is an oscillator circuit composed of AC-coupled varactors. It
produces an oscillated clock (4 GHz) which is then modulated by a digital clock (500 KHz).
The top-level DUT is a SPICE block and the top-level test bench is a Verilog-AMS module.
You will run this example using both AMS-Spectre and AMS-UltraSim.

The test case file/directory structure is as follows:

.
|-- amsControl_tran.scs # analog control file for UltraSim/AMS-Spectre
|-- amsControl_tran.tcl # Tcl script for save/restart
|-- amsControl_tran_spectre1.scs # analog control file for AMS-Spectre

with changed options
|-- amscf_tran.scs # AMS control file
|-- bsim.mos # original transistor models
|-- bsim_new.mos # transistor models for AMS save/restart
|-- clean_up # clean-up script
|-- moscap.va # MOS capacitor Verilog-A model
|-- multiplier.va # multiplier Verilog-A model
|-- run # run script
|-- run_amss # run script for AMS-Spectre
|-- run_amss_restart # run script for AMS-Spectre with restart
|-- run_amsu # run script for AMS-UltraSim
|-- run_amsu_restart # run script for AMS-UltraSim with restart
|-- test.v # Verilog test bench (top level)
|-- test.vams # Verilog-AMS test bench (top level)
`-- vco.scs # SPICE on top DUT
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Using Save-and-Restart in AMS-Spectre

To run the tutorial using AMS-Spectre, do the following:

1. Change to the tutorial directory. For example:

cd amsd_saverestart

2. Examine the top-level Verilog-AMS testbench in test.vams:

`timescale 1us / 100fs
`include "disciplines.vams"

module test();

electrical vp, vn, sub;
ground sub;
reg clk;
wire vin;

initial clk=1;

always #1 clk=~clk;

assign vin=clk;
top top1 (vin, vp, vn, sub);

endmodule

This testbench generates a 500 KHz baseband clock.

3. Examine the top-level DUT in vco.scs. The top-level SPICE subcircuit, top, contains
instances of a Verilog-A MOS capacitor (rfCap, in the genericvar subcircuit
definition), a Verilog-A multiplier (multiplier), and some SPICE components.
The ahdl_include statements include the Verilog-A models:

simulator lang=spectre
ahdl_include "moscap.va"
ahdl_include "multiplier.va"

4. Examine the analog control file, amsControl_tran.scs, which contains simulation
analysis commands and options settings, such as:

tight options reltol=1.0e-6

5. Run the script that references the AMS control file that includes
amsControl_tran.scs (amscf_tran.scs):

./run_amss

The simulation stops at the Tcl ncsim> prompt.

6. Type the following run command and wait until it finishes:

ncsim> run 1us

7. Type the following save command:
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ncsim> save amss1us

A confirmation message appears:

Saved snapshop worklib.amss1us:vams

8. Type the following ls command:

ncsim> ls -a INCA_libs/worklib

A new .pkl file appears:

.worklib.amss1us.vams.lnx86.166.pkl

9. Type the following run command and watch while the simulation runs until 3 µs:

ncsim> run 2us

10. Type the following restart command:

ncsim> restart amss1us

A confirmation message appears:

Loaded snapshot worklib.amss1us:vams

11. Type the time command to check the current run time:

ncsim> time
1 US

The program confirms that the current run time is 1 µs.

12. Type the following run command and wait until it finishes:

ncsim> run 1.5us

The simulation reaches 2.5 µs: save-and-restart worked.

13. Type the following run command:

ncsim> run

The simulation runs until 4 µs and stops because that is the stop time specified in the
analog control file.

14. Type the exit command:

ncsim> exit

15. Start SimVision:

simvision &

16. Choose File – Open Database to load and review the following waveform files in the
waves_tran.shm directory:

❑ waves_tran.trn

The simulation duration in this case is 1 µs which matches the snapshot time point.
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❑ waves_tran-1.trn

❑ waves_tran-2.trn

17. In SimVison, choose File – Exit SimVision.

18. Save waves_tran.shm to a different directory for later comparison.

19. Examine amsControl_tran_spectre1.scs.

reltol is 1e-4 instead of 1e-6 (which was its value in amsControl_tran.scs).

You will use this analog control file to restart the simulation.

20. Examine the restart run script, run_amss_restart:

irun \

amscf_tran_spectre1.scs \ AMS control file that references
amsControl_tran_spectre1.scs
and bsim_new.mos instead of
amsControl_tran.scs and bsim.mos

-input amsControl_tran.tcl \ Use the same Tcl script
-simcompat spectre \ Use Spectre-compatible simulation values
-R \ Simulate using a snapshot in the

INCA_libs/worklib directory
-r amss1us Load the saved snapshot

21. Run this script to restart the simulation using the saved snapshot, amss1us:

./run_amss_restart

The simulation restarts from the snapshot time point, 1 µs.

22. At the Tcl prompt, type the following run command:

ncsim> run 1.5us

The simulation stops at 2.5 µs. Note the changed value for reltol.

23. Type the run command and wait until it finishes:

ncsim> run

24. Exit the simulation:

ncsim> exit

25. Choose File – Open Database to load and compare the waveform files in the
waves_tran.shm directory with the previous waveform files.

26. Run the clean-up script:

./clean_up
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Using Save-and-Restart in AMS-UltraSim

To run the tutorial using AMS-UltraSim, do the following:

1. Make sure you are in the tutorial amsd_saverestart tutorial directory.

2. Examine the run_amsu script and make sure you see -amsf (enables UltraSim) on the
irun command.

irun -amsf ...

3. Examine the amsControl_tran.scs control file to view this UltraSim option:

*UltraSim: .usim_opt sim_mode=a speed=1

We set speed to 1 for higher accuracy.

4. Run the script:

./run_amsu

5. At the Tcl prompt, type the following run command:

ncsim> run 1.5us

6. To save the database, type the following save command:

ncsim> save amsu1p5us
Saving Simulation state at 1.5e-06 sec

Save operation completes.

Saved snapshot worklib.amsu1p5us:vams

7. Type the run command:

ncsim> run

8. Exit the simulation:

ncsim> exit

9. Start SimVision:

simvision &

10. Choose File – Open Database to load and examine the following waveform files:

❑ waves_tran.trn

❑ waves_tran-1.trn
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11. Examine the restart run script, run_amsu_restart:

12. Run this script to restart the simulation using the saved snapshot, amsu1p5us:

./run_amsu_restart

The simulation restarts from the snapshot time point, 1.5 µs.

13. At the Tcl prompt, type the following run command:

ncsim> run 1us

The simulation runs until 2.5 µs.

14. Type the run command:

ncsim> run

15. Exit the simulation:

ncsim> exit

16. Start SimVision and compare these waveform results with the AMS-Spectre waveform
results.

irun \

amscf_tran.scs \ AMS control file

-input amsControl_tran.tcl \ Tcl probes

-simcompat spectre \ Spectre simulation compatibility

-R \ Simulate using a snapshot in the
INCA_libs/worklib directory

-r amsu1p5us Load the saved snapshot
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9
Performing Envelope Analysis Using
AMS-Spectre

Note: AMS-Spectre means the Virtuoso® AMS Designer simulator using the Spectre solver.

RF designs are complex high-speed designs widely used in wireless systems. Some RF
designs such as modulation systems have a very high carrier frequency along with one or
more baseband frequencies that are orders of magnitude lower. It is difficult to simulate using
traditional transient analysis because the simulator must use a very tiny time step to
accommodate the high carrier frequency thus requiring a huge number of time steps to
simulate.

In this tutorial, you will run envelope simulation for RF circuits. Envelope analysis is a
simulation technique developed to reduce the large number of time steps and high
computational costs associated with conventional transient RF analysis. During envelope
analysis, the analog parts of the design are simulated with various envelope methods such
as FM envelope for frequency-modulated sources, autonomous envelope for oscillators,
harmonic balance envelope, shooting Newton envelope, and multi-carrier envelope. The
digital parts are handled entirely by the digital solver. For each envelope step, the envelope
solver skips as many high-frequency cycles as possible while keeping fine accuracy within an
allowed range. Digital and analog parts of the design are synchronized through A/D and D/A
events at the next analog solution point.

Envelope simulation is most efficient for RF circuits with modulation frequencies that are
orders of magnitude lower than the carrier frequency. For example, circuits that have a clock
as the only fast-varying signal in addition to other input signals that have a spectrum with a
frequency range that is orders of magnitude lower than the clock frequency.

In general, envelope simulation is not intended for circuits working with multiple carriers
(fundamentals). However, you can use it for specific classes of circuits that operate with
multiple, proportionate fundamentals. In this case, you use the greatest common
denominator of all fundamental frequencies as the clock frequency.

Note: The Virtuoso AMS Designer envelope simulation supports only SPICE and analog
simulation modes. You can simulate circuits with amplitude modulation signals with some
minor frequency and phase modulations.
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In this tutorial, you will run envelope simulation using the AMS-Spectre simulator. There are
two tutorial modules:

■ A simple digital modulator/demodulator (non-autonomous)

■ An AC-coupled oscillator (autonomous)

See the following topics for tutorial details:

Important

Before starting this tutorial, see “Before You Begin” on page 9.

■ Envelope Analysis Syntax and Parameters on page 65

■ Tutorial Module 1: Envelope Analysis for Digital Modulator/Demodulator on page 67

■ Tutorial Module 2: Envelope Analysis for Oscillator on page 70
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Envelope Analysis Syntax and Parameters

Envelope analysis syntax is very similar to that of transient analysis.

The typical syntax is:

■ For autonomous designs such as oscillator use:

Envelope_Analysis_Name (node1 node2) envlp parameter=value...

■ For non-autonomous designs use:

Envelope_Analysis_Name envlp parameter=value...

The following table lists typical parameters for envelope analysis. You can also get detailed
parameter descriptions by typing the Spectre command: spectre -h envlp. Some
parameters are required while others are optional.

Parameter Name Description

clockname Specifies the carrier name

modulationbw Specifies the modulation bandwidth

stop Specifies the simulation stop time

start Specifies the simulation start time

envmaxstep Specifies the maximum outer envelope step size
Default Value: Derived from errpreset

envmethod Specifies the method to use for envelope simulation

envlteratio Specifies the ratio to use to calculate envelope LTE tolerances
Default Value: Derived from errpreset

envmaxiters Specifies the maximum number of Newton iterations in one
carrier (clock) period

harmonicbalance Defines the flag value to enable harmonic balance envelope
Valid Values:
no (not enabled)
yes (enabled)
Default Value: no

flexbalance Alternative parameter for harmonicbalance
Valid Values:
no (not enabled)
yes (enabled)
Default Value: no
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fund Specifies the carriers (fundamentals) that use harmonic balance
envelope

harms If harmonicbalance is no, it specifies the number of
harmonics for the carrier frequency and the default value is 1

If harmonicbalance is yes, it is the maximum number of
harmonics for the carrier frequency and the default value is 3

resetenv Defines the flag value to reset envelope data after D2A/A2D
events
Valid Values:
no (do not reset)
yes (reset)
Default Value: no

ignoredclk Defines the flag value to allow envelope simulation to ignore the
timing of digital clocks during simulation
Valid Values:
no (do not allow)
yes (allow)
Default Value: no

trancycles Specifies the number of transient cycles for envelope simulation;
that is, the cycles between two adjacent D2A/A2D event time
points
Default Value: 5

Parameter Name Description
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Tutorial Module 1: Envelope Analysis for Digital
Modulator/Demodulator

The design you will simulate in this module is a digital modulator/demodulator. The DUT has
SPICE on top and consists of five major Verilog-A blocks, an adder, three multipliers, and a
demodulator. There is a Verilog-AMS test bench on top that generates the 50 KHz baseband
clock for the DUT. I and Q signals (generated from data file) are 2 GHz sinusoidal carrier
signals with 90 degree phase apart from each other. The adder produces the sum of I and Q
signal. The output signal then feeds into the multiplier for modulation. Then the output signal
is passed to the demodulator. Note that the carrier signal is 2 GHz while the baseband signal
is 50 KHz, orders of magnitude lower than the carrier frequency. In other words, the
modulation ratio is 50 KHz/2 GHz=2.5e-5, much less than 1.0. It is a suitable example for
envelope analysis.

The file/directory structure for Module 1 is as follows (under
amss_envelope/simpDM_hbenv):

.
|-- adder.va # adder Verilog-A model
|-- amsControl_env.scs # analog control file for env analysis
|-- amsControl_env.tcl # Tcl script saving signals for envelope analysis
|-- amsControl_tran.scs # analog control file for tran analysis
|-- amsControl_tran.tcl # Tcl script saving signals for transient analysis
|-- amscf_env.scs # AMS control file for env analysis
|-- amscf_tran.scs # AMS control file for tran analysis
|-- clean_up # clean-up script
|-- datafile # data file directory
|-- demodulator.va # demodulator Verilog-A model
|-- multiplier.va # multiplier Verilog-A model
|-- run_env # run script for envelope analysis
|-- run_tran # run script for transient analysis
|-- simpDM.scs # SPICE subcircuit file for digital modulator
'-- test.vams # Verilog-AMS testbench

Note: There are two sets of run scripts (run_*), analog control files (amsControl_*.scs),
and Tcl scripts (amsControl_*.tcl): one for transient analysis (*_tran) and one for
envelope analysis (*_env). Simulation time is 60 µs.

To run the tutorial, do the following in the amss_envelope/simpDM_hbenv directory:

1. Examine module test in test.vams and notice that the testbench generates a 50 KHz
baseband clock (period=20us):

module test();
electrical Vmout,  vout, sub;
ground sub;
reg clk;
wire vin;
initial clk=0;
always #1 clk=~clk;
assign vin=clk;
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top top1 (vin, vout, Vmout, sub);
endmodule

2. Examine the subcircuit definition for the top-level DUT (top) in simpDM.scs, which
contains five Verilog-A blocks: three multipliers, one adder, and one demodulator:

simulator lang=spectre
ahdl_include "multiplier.va"
ahdl_include "adder.va"
ahdl_include "demodulator.va"
parameters plo=-10  fcar=2G

subckt top vin vout vmout sub
R2 (MixOut 0) resistor r=50
R9 (net22 0) resistor r=50
R8 (net20 0) resistor r=50
R10 (net9 0) resistor r=50
R3 (net12 0) resistor r=50
I13 (net9 net20 net16) multiplier
I16 (net12 net22 net14) multiplier
I11 (net14 net16 MixOut) adder
PORT3 (net12 0) vsource type=sine freq=fcar ampl=0.5e-3 fundname="fff"
PORT0 (net20 0) vsource type=pwl phase=0 fundname="IIN" \

file="./datafile/i_data.ascsig"
PORT1 (net22 0) vsource type=pwl phase=0 fundname="QIN" \

file="./datafile/q_data.ascsig"
PORT2 (net9 0) vsource type=sine freq=fcar ampl=0.5e-3 sinephase=90 \

fundname="fff"

I1 (MixOut vin vmout) multiplier
I2 (vmout vdif vout) demodulator w=6.28*2.0e9
R1 (vout sub) resistor r=50
RR (vdif sub) resistor r=50
ends top

3. Use the transient run script to run the transient analysis:

./run_tran

When the simulation finishes, note the run time.

Intrinsic tran analysis time = 180.72 s.

4. Examine the envelope analysis parameter settings in amsControl_env.scs:

envlp envlp clockname="fff" stop=60u maxstep=0.2ns annotate=status tstab=15n
flexbalance=yes trancycles=10

5. Use the envelope analysis run script to run the envelope analysis:

./run_env

Pay attention to the log messages during the simulation:

Envelope Following Analysis `envlp': time = (0 s -> 60 us)
**********************************************************
Onset of periodicity = 500 ps
Clock period = 500 ps
Inital transient integration from 0 s to 15 ns
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Envelope Analysis Using Harmonic Balance ...
EnvStepIndex = 1, envTime = 15.5 ns, completed = (25.8 m%)
EnvStepIndex = 2, envTime = 16 ns, completed = (26.7 m%)
...

envTime indicates envelope analysis time points. The intervals (time steps) between
two adjacent envTime points are changing all the time as a result of digital events, input
control signal changes, and so on.

Pay attention to the simulation summary when it finishes.

Total clock cycles: 119969, skipped cycles: 119663, speed-up factor: 377
Done with the envelope-following analysis.
Clean up envelope following analysis.
Total time required for envlp analysis `envlp' was 46.63 s

Note that 90% of the clock cycles have been skipped. As a result, the envelope analysis
time is three-to-five times less than that of the transient analysis. The speed-up factor
applies only to analog parts.

6. Start SimVision:

simvision &

7. Choose File – Open Database to load the waveform file from the waves_env.shm
directory. You can also overlay it with the transient waveform and compare the two
waveforms.

8. Run the clean-up script:

./clean_up

You have completed Module 1.
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Tutorial Module 2: Envelope Analysis for Oscillator

The design you are going to simulate in this module is an Oscillator. The top-level DUT is a
SPICE block containing three major blocks: a varacator (SPICE), a moscap (Verilog-A), and
a multiplier (Verilog-A). It is instantiated in a Verilog AMS test bench which generates a
500 KHz baseband clock. The carrier frequency is the oscillator frequency, 4 GHz.
Nevertheless, it is unknown at the beginning before the oscillator is locked.

You should use the envelope analysis command for autonomous devices in this module.

The simulation time is  4us.

The file/directory structure for Module 2 is as follows (under amss_envelope/osc_hb):

.
|-- amsControl_env.scs # analog control file for env analysis
|-- amsControl_env.tcl # Tcl script saving signals for envelope analysis
|-- amsControl_tran.scs # analog control file for tran analysis
|-- amsControl_tran.tcl # Tcl script saving signals for transient analysis
|-- amscf_env.scs # AMS control file for env analysis
|-- amscf_tran.scs # AMS control file for tran analysis
|-- clean_up # clean-up script
|-- moscap.va # MOS capacitor Verilog-A model
|-- multiplier.va # multiplier Verilog-A model
|-- run_env # run script for envelope analysis
|-- run_tran # run script for transient analysis
|-- test.vams # Verilog-AMS testbench
'-- vco.scs # top-level SPICE subcircuit definition

Note: There are two sets of run scripts (run_*), analog control files (amsControl_*.scs),
and Tcl scripts (amsControl_*.tcl): one for transient analysis (*_tran) and one for
envelope analysis (*_env). Simulation time is 60 µs.

To run the simulation, do the following:

1. Change from the simpDM_hbenv directory (previous module) to the osc_hb directory:

cd ../osc_hb

2. Examine module test in test.vams and notice that the testbench generates a 500
KHz baseband clock for the DUT:

module test();
electrical vp,  vn, sub;
ground sub;
reg clk;
wire vin;
initial clk=1;
always #1 clk=~clk;
assign vin=clk;
top top1 (vin, vp, vn, sub);
endmodule
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3. Examine the subcircuit definition for the top-level DUT (top) in vco.scs, which contains
two Verilog-A models (multiplier from multiplier.va, and rfCap from
moscap.va) and some SPICE components. A sinusoidal signal together with vin
control the oscillator.

simulator lang=spectre
ahdl_include "moscap.va"
ahdl_include "multiplier.va"
global 0
parameters vcon=1.5 rpc=0.1 rrr=500k StopTime=1u
...
subckt genericvar ( Gate Bulk )
parameters cgmin=1e-12 dcg=1e-12 dvgs=0 vgnorm=1 rvar=1
rgate (Bulk0 Bulk) resistor r=rvar
cgate ( Gate Bulk0 ) rfCap cgmin=cgmin dcg=dcg dvgs=dvgs vgnorm=vgnorm
ends genericvar

subckt top (vin vp1 vn1 sub)
...
I1 (new2 vin new) multiplier
...
C4 (vacn net23) genericvar cgmin=1.403e-12 dcg=1.423e-12 dvgs=0 vgnorm=0.5 \

rvar=0.5 w=2u l=500n mult=1
C2 (vacp net23) genericvar cgmin=1.403e-12 dcg=1.423e-12 dvgs=0 vgnorm=0.5 \

rvar=0.5 w=2u l=500n mult=1
ends top

4. Use the transient run script to run the transient analysis:

./run_tran

When the simulation finishes, note the run time.

Intrinsic tran analysis time = 374.84 s.

5. Start SimVision:

simvision &

6. Choose File – Open Database to load the waveform file from the waves_tran.shm
directory.

7. Examine the envelope analysis parameter settings in amsControl_env.scs:

fb ( test.vp test.vn ) envlp fund=4G trancycles=15 stop=2u tstab=20n harms=10
envmaxiters=300 flexbalance=yes annotate=status

8. Use the envelope analysis run script to run the envelope analysis:

./run_env

Pay attention to the log messages during the simulation.

When the simulation finishes, look at the simulation summary and notice that it skipped
16109 out of 16217 clock cycles.

Pay attention to the simulation summary when it finishes.
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Total clock cycles: 8072, skipped cycles: 8018, speed-up factor: 128
Done with the envelope-following analysis.
Clean up envelope following analysis.
Total time required for envlp analysis `fb' was 14.78 s

The analog speed-up factor is 128. The run time is 25 times less for the envelope
analysis than for the transient analysis.

9. Start SimVision:

simvision &

10. Choose File – Open Database to load the waveform file from the waves_env.shm
directory. You can also overlay it with the transient waveform and compare the two
waveforms. The oscillation in the envelope analysis is much sparser than that in the
transient analysis because of the huge amount of cycle skipping.

11. Run the clean-up script:

./clean_up
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Performing Fast Envelope Analysis Using
AMS-UltraSim

Note: AMS-UltraSim means the Virtuoso® AMS Designer simulator using the UltraSim
solver. See also “Before You Begin” on page 9.

In general, RF circuits have a modulation bandwidth orders of magnitude lower than the clock
frequency of the circuit; for example, a circuit where the clock frequency is the only fast-
varying signal and where the other input signals have a frequency range spectrum orders of
magnitude lower than the clock frequency. The conventional transient analysis is inefficient
for RF circuit simulation because the widely-separated spectral components require time
durations to depend on the slow baseband signals, while time steps depend on the fast carrier
signals. This condition results in too many time steps and very expensive computational
costs.

Fast envelope analysis is an efficient analysis for RF circuits because it skips many time
points in a clock cycle to reduce both the large number of time steps and the high
computational costs. You can perform a fast envelope analysis globally (for the entire circuit)
or locally (for a subcircuit or a subcircuit instance). Local fast envelope analysis provides you
with the flexibility to designate the part of the circuit with high frequency signals for fast
envelope analysis.

In general, you can set up a fast envelope analysis using the AMS Designer simulator with
the UltraSim solver (AMS-UltraSim) by adding some extra parameters to the transient
analysis setup. For example, examine the differences between fastenv/top_tran.scs
and fastenv/top_fenv.scs, and notice the following parameters for envelope analysis
(in top_fenv.scs):

.usim_opt sim_mode=s speed=1 env_clockf=2.45Ghz env_maxnstep=10

For information about these parameters (and others), see “Fast Envelope Simulation for RF
Circuits“ in the Virtuoso UltraSim Simulator User Guide. See also “Details about Fast
Envelope Support” in the Virtuoso AMS Designer Simulator User Guide.
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Design Information

This tutorial design is an RF circuit that includes a transmitter and a receiver (SPICE netlists)
and ADC & DAC behavioral modules (Verilog-AMS).

The file/directory structure for this tutorial is as follows (under fastenv):

.
|-- amscf_fenv.scs # AMS control file for fast envelope analysis
|-- amscf_tran.scs # AMS control file for transient analysis
|-- clean_up # clean-up script
|-- comparison.sv # SimVision file for waveform comparison
|-- dout.vec # vector file for simulation read-in
|-- file_list # list of files to compile
|-- models # model files
| |-- spectre
| '-- vlc_models
|-- probe_fenv.tcl # Tcl script for fast envelope analysis
|-- probe_tran.tcl # Tcl script for transient analysis
|-- run_fenv # run script for fast envelope analysis
|-- run_tran # run script for transient analysis
|-- source # source files
| |-- dcocip.s # S parameters
| |-- I_in.vec # digital stimulus
| '-- analog # analog netlists and Verilog-A modules
| | |-- balun.va
| | |-- balun_wlan.va
| | |-- receiver.scs
| | '-- transmitter.scs
| |-- connectmodule # 3.3V connect modules and connect rules
| | |-- Bidir_2.vams
| | |-- ConnRules3_3.vams
| | |-- E2L_2.vams
| | |-- L2E_2.vams
| '-- digital # Verilog source
| |-- adc.vams
| |-- adc_8bit_ideal.vams
| |-- amplifier.vams
| |-- checkSign.vams
| |-- dac.vams
| |-- dac_8bit_ideal.vams
| |-- mdelay.vams
| |-- testbench.vams
| '-- testbench_i.vams
|-- top_fenv.scs # analog control file for envelope analysis
'-- top_tran.scs # analog control file for transient analysis
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Running the Tutorial

Important

Before starting this tutorial, see “Before You Begin” on page 9.

To run this tutorial, do the following:

1. Change to the tutorial directory. For example:

cd fastenv

2. Examine the run script for the transient analysis, run_tran:

3. Use the run_tran script to run the transient analysis:

./run_tran

The software saves the waveform database to the ams_tran.waves directory.

Note the Time Usage statistics when the simulation finishes so that you can compare
these statistics to the those of the fast envelope simulation, next. For example:

Total user time: 0:55:09 (3309.390 sec), ..., real time: 0:55:59 (3359.800 sec)

irun \

-f ./file_list \ Add file content to command line

-iereport \ Generate an interface element report

-amsf \ Enable the UltraSim solver

-timescale 10ps/1ps \ Set the digital timescale

-status \ Print CPU and memory statistics

-delay_mode None \ Set no delay for Verilog-AMS digital

-novitalaccl \ Suppresses acceleration of VITAL
level 1-compliant cells

amscf_tran.scs \ AMS control file

-input probe_tran.tcl \ Tcl script for probing behavioral nodes
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4. Examine the run script for the local fast envelope analysis, run_fenv:

5. Use the run_fenv script to run the transient analysis:

./run_fenv

The AMS control file, amscf_fenv.scs, includes the analog control file,
top_fenv.scs:

include "./top_fenv.scs"

The local envelope analysis command for the receiver and transmitter blocks is in the
top_fenv.scs analog control file:

.usim_opt sim_mode=s speed=1 env_clockf=2.45Ghz env_maxnstep=10

The software saves the waveform database to the ams_fenv.waves directory.

Note the Time Usage statistics when the simulation finishes so that you can compare
these statistics to the those of the transient simulation, above. For example:

Total user time: 0:09:14 (554.550 sec), ..., real time: 0:09:36 (576.070 sec)

6. (Optional) Examine the irun.log file to observe how much faster the local fast
envelope analysis is than the transient analysis for this RF case. For example:

**** NUM_EVENTS: 2158 ****
----------------------------------------------------
**** Envelope Simulation ****
**** Total No. of Simulation Points: 197
**** Total No. of Cycles Skipped: 1956
--------------------------------------------------------

irun \

-f ./file_list \ Add file content to command line

-iereport \ Generate an interface element report

-amsf \ Enable the UltraSim solver

-timescale 10ps/1ps \ Set the digital timescale

-status \ Print CPU and memory statistics

-delay_mode None \ Set no delay for Verilog-AMS digital

-novitalaccl \ Suppresses acceleration of VITAL
level 1-compliant cells

amscf_fenv.scs \ AMS control file

-input probe_fenv.tcl \ Tcl script for probing behavioral nodes
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To compare the simulation results, do the following:

1. Type the following command at the system prompt:

simvision -input comparison.sv &

In the Waveform window, observe that the fast envelope analysis result has skipped
many clock periods.

2. Zoom in on the waveform to compare the maximum and minimum peak values.

The fast envelope result is very accurate. Observe that fast envelope analysis is much
faster and the accuracy is adequate.

3. When you are finished viewing waveforms, choose File – Exit SimVision.

4. (Optional) Use the clean-up script to remove files that the simulation created:

./clean_up
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11
Using ie Statements for Multiple Power
Supply Design

See also "Using the ie Statement in an amsd Block for Multiple Power Supply Design" in the
Virtuoso® AMS Designer Simulator User Guide.

If you are moving a purely-digital or purely-analog design into the analog/mixed-signal (AMS)
domain for full-chip verification, you can use the ie statement in an amsd block to set up
connect rules for multiple power supply design. This method requires no knowledge of
Verilog®-AMS disciplines.

Important

Before starting this tutorial, see “Before You Begin” on page 9.

See the following topics for tutorial details:

■ Tutorial Design Information on page 80

■ Running the Tutorial on page 82

■ Looking at Tutorial Results on page 83

■ Using inst, cellport, and instport Scope Settings on page 85
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Tutorial Design Information

The power supply design structure and signal connections are as follows:

The tutorial design contains inverters, buffers, and a level shifter, some in Verilog format and
some in Spectre/SPICE format. The analog inverter (ana_inv) inverts the clock signal (clk)
and sends that signal through an analog level shifter and a digital inverter (dig_inv). The
output of the level shifter (ls_out) goes through the digital buffers (dig_buf1 and
dig_buf2). The c1 and c2 capacitors ground the output of these buffers. The output of the
digital inverter (dig_inv) goes through an analog buffer (ana_buf). The output signal of the
analog buffer is ana_buf_out3.

This design has two power supplies: 1.8-volt and 3.3-volt. The level shifter converts 1.8 V to
3.3 V. We will use the ie statement to specify how we want the software to create and insert
appropriate connect modules with the parameters we want to use (such as vsup, vthi,
vtlo, and so on). For example, we want the connection between ana_inv and dig_inv to
have a 1.8-volt supply value, and we want the connection between the level shifter and the
digital buffers to have a 3.3-volt supply value.

Key signals are as follows:

Instance/Terminal Description

testbench.clk Digital stimulus input

testbench.ana_inv_out Output of analog inverter: Pulse with 1.8 V

testbench.ls_out Output of analog level shifter: Pulse with 3.3 V

testbench.vlog_buf_out1 Output of digital buffer, channel 1: Pulse with 3.3 V

testbench.vlog_buf_out2 Output of digital buffer, channel 2: Pulse with 3.3 V

testbench.ana_buf_out3 Output of analog buffer, channel 3: Pulse with 1.8 V
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The multipower directory structure for this tutorial is as follows:

.
|-- acf.scs # analog control file for analog solver
|-- amscf.scs # AMS control file containing ’amsd’ block
|-- clean_up # remove created intermediate files
|-- models # device model directory
| `-- spectre_prim.scs
|-- probe.tcl # Tcl file for saving signals
|-- run # run script
`-- source # include all soure files

`-- analog # analog netlist
|-- ana_buf.scs
|-- ana_inv.scs
`-- level_shifter.sp

`-- digital # digital code
|-- dig_buf.v
|-- dig_inv.v
 `-- testbench.vams
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Running the Tutorial

To run this tutorial, do the following in the multpower directory:

1. Examine the ie statements in the amscf.scs file:

amsd {
...
ie vsup=1.8
ie vsup=3.3 cell=dig_buf
}

The first ie statement above defines 1.8 volts as the global default power supply setting.
All connect modules that you do not otherwise customize use this value.
Any customizations you specify apply to domainless nets only.

The second ie statement above defines a scope for the 3.3-volt power supply: at the
boundaries of the digbuf cell.

2. Examine the run script:

We strongly recommend you use the -chkdigdisp command-line option when you are
verifying designs that have more than one power supply. This option causes the
elaborator to scan the design and identify any nets with incompatible digital discipline
connections using proprietary rules. The elaborator reports any errors with complete
information about the incompatible discipline and connection so that you can verify
multiple-supply connectivity without running laborious analog simulations.

3. Run the tutorial:

./run

The tutorial runs using the AMS Designer simulator with the UltraSim solver.

irun ./source/digital/*.v \ Verilog input files

./source/digital/*.vams \ Verilog-AMS input files

./amscf.scs \ AMS control file

-amsfastspice \ Enable UltraSim solver

-timescale 1ns/100ps \ Set digital timescale

-iereport \ Generate IE report

-input probe.tcl \ Tcl probe file

-chkdigdisp Check compatibility of
discrete (digital) disciplines
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Looking at Tutorial Results

To look at the tutorial results, do the following:

1. Start SimVision:

simvision -input simvision.svcf &

2. On the Restore Database form, click OK (to Use this database).

3. View the key signals.

The vlog_buf_out1 and vlog_buf_out2 signals have a value of 3.3 volts while the
ana_buf_out3 signal has a value of 1.8 volts.

4. When you are finished viewing waveforms, choose File – Exit SimVision.

5. View the following information about the connect rules in the irun.log file:

Connect Rules applied are:
ddiscrete_1_8_cr
ddiscrete_3_3_cr

The software created these rules for the 1.8-volt and 3.3-volt power supply values.
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6. View the IE Report Summary (also in the irun.log file) to see that the elaborator
inserted six connect modules:

IE Report Summary
Bidir_2 ( logic inout; electrical inout; ) total: 1
E2L_2 ( electrical input; logic inout; ) total: 2
L2E_2 ( logic input; electrical inout; ) total: 3

----------------------------------------------------------------
Total Number of Connect Modules total: 6

7. (Optional) Run the clean-up script to clean up generated files:

./clean_up
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Using inst, cellport, and instport Scope Settings

You can use the inst scope assignment in an ie statement to define instance-based
interface element parameters. For our tutorial example, the dig_buf cell has two instances:
dig_buf1 and dig_buf2. The full hierarchical names of these instances include the
top-level testbench module:

amsd {
...
ie vsup=1.8
ie vsup=3.3 inst="testbench.dig_buf1 testbench.dig_buf2"

}

You can use the cellport and instport scope assignments in an ie statement to apply
interface element parameters to cell and instance ports. We can demonstrate this feature by
creating a wrapper (output_buf) that instantiates dig_buf1, dig_buf2, and ana_buf3.

For this part of the tutorial, do the following:

1. Change the file extension on the wrapper module file from .vams1 to .vams so that irun
will compile it:

mv source/digital/output_buf.vams1 source/digital/output_buf.vams

or:

cp source/digital/output_buf.vams1 source/digital/output_buf.vams

2. Modify the testbench module in ./source/digital/testbench.vams as follows.

Change:

dig_buf dig_buf1 ( ls_out, vlog_buf_out1 );
dig_buf dig_buf2 ( ls_out, vlog_buf_out2 );
ana_buf ana_buf ( dig_inv_out, ana_buf_out3, vdd18, gnd );
// output_buf output_buf ( ls_out, ls_out, dig_inv_out, vlog_buf_out1,
vlog_buf_out2, ana_buf_out3, vdd18, gnd );

To:

// dig_buf dig_buf1 ( ls_out, vlog_buf_out1 );
// dig_buf dig_buf2 ( ls_out, vlog_buf_out2 );
// ana_buf ana_buf ( dig_inv_out, ana_buf_out3, vdd18, gnd );
output_buf output_buf ( ls_out, ls_out, dig_inv_out, vlog_buf_out1,
vlog_buf_out2, ana_buf_out3, vdd18, gnd );

3. Modify the ie statement in amscf.scs to the following:

amsd {
...
ie vsup=1.8
ie vsup=3.3 inst="testbench.output_buf.dig_buf1

testbench.output_buf.dig_buf2"
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}

tagit: verify above; should be cellport? instport?

4. Run the simulation:

./run

Messages such as the following appear:

ncelab: *E,DSPMM: Incompatible discrete disciplines
testbench.output_buf.in1(ddiscrete_1_8) connected to
testbench.output_buf.dig_buf1.in(ddiscrete_3_3).

ncelab: *E,DSPMM: Incompatible discrete disciplines
testbench.output_buf.out1(ddiscrete_1_8) connected to
testbench.output_buf.dig_buf1.out(ddiscrete_3_3).

ncelab: *E,DSPMM: Incompatible discrete disciplines
testbench.output_buf.in2(ddiscrete_1_8) connected to
testbench.output_buf.dig_buf2.in(ddiscrete_3_3).

ncelab: *E,DSPMM: Incompatible discrete disciplines
testbench.output_buf.out2(ddiscrete_1_8) connected to
testbench.output_buf.dig_buf2.out(ddiscrete_3_3).

irun: *E,ELBERR: Error during elaboration (status 1), exiting.

These errors, about incompatible digital disciplines, result from using the -chkdigdisp
command-line option.

The incompatibility results from dig_buf having a 3.3-volt discipline while the rest of the
digital domain has a 1.8-volt discipline.

5. Modify the ie statement in amscf.scs as follows to correct these errors by specifying
3.3 volts for the cell ports:

amsd {
...
ie vsup=1.8
ie vsup=3.3 cell=dig_buf
ie vsup=3.3 cellport="output_buf.in1 output_buf.in2
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output_buf.out1 output_buf.out2"
}

6. Run the simulation again:

./run

The simulation runs to completion.

To view the waveforms, do the following:

1. Start SimVision:

simvision -input simvision.svcf &

2. View these key values:

testbench.clk
testbench.ana_inv_out
testbench.ls_out
testbench.vlog_buf_out1
testbench.vlog_buf_out2
testbench.ana_buf_out3

Again, vlog_buf_out1 and vlog_buf_out2 have a value of 3.3 volts while
ana_buf_out3 has a value of 1.8 volts.

3. (Optional) Run the clean-up script to clean up generated files:

./clean_up
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12
Real Modeling with the AMS Designer
Simulator

AMS-Spectre means the Virtuoso® AMS Designer simulator using the Spectre solver.
AMS-UltraSim means the Virtuoso AMS Designer simulator using the UltraSim solver.

Note: The estimated time to complete this tutorial is about 25 minutes.

Using either Verilog-AMS or VHDL-AMS languages, you can define real ports that are not
electrical. Using “real modeling” technology, the elaborator automatically inserts appropriate
connect modules between electrical ports (analog domain) and wreal ports (digital domain)
so that you can benefit from increased simulation speed. In this tutorial, we introduce real
modeling technology using simple test cases that highlight the main capabilities and
advantages.

This tutorial illustrates the following:

■ Real modeling for a 14-bit ADC and a 14-bit DAC in Verilog-AMS

■ Real modeling for a 14-bit DAC in VHDL-AMS

■ R2E (real-to-electrical), E2R (electrical-to-real), and ER_bidir (bidirectional
electrical-to-real) connect modules on simple circuits

You can use wreal connect modules to connect real modeling models to Spectre or SPICE
or electrical blocks. Real connect modules offer analog/digital (discrete wreal) conversion
with a user-defined variable rate. wreal connect modules support variable rate signal
conversion for better performance. The absdelta function drives the real connect module
A-to-D conversion. Digital events drive the real connect module D-to-A conversion.

See the following topics for tutorial details:

■ Test Case Information on page 90

■ Running the Tutorial on page 91
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Test Case Information

This tutorial covers two different topics:

■ Real modeling: The test bench, top, instantiates one step ramp source connected to the
input of a 14-bit ADC. The 14 output bits of this ADC connect to the inputs of a DAC. We
created a real DC source to define the supply and the LSB values of these two
mixed-signal converters. We will exercise and simulate all possible conversions of the
ADC and DAC. Because there are 14 bits, the number of conversions to simulate is
2**14=16384. The transistor-level simulation of the real IC for this number of conversions
can take from a few days to more than a week.

■ E2R, R2E, ER_bidir: We will examine these connect modules and learn how the
elaborator inserts them automatically for Verilog-AMS using a small test bench.

The test case directory/file structure is as follows:

.
|-- amscf.scs # AMS control file
|-- clean_up # clean-up script
|-- run1_adc_dac # run script for top_adc_dac.vams simulation
|-- run1_adc_dac.tcl # Tcl script for top_adc_dac.vams simulation
|-- run2_adc_dac_vhms # run script for top_adc_dac.vhms simulation
|-- run2_adc_dac_vhms.tcl # Tcl script for top_adc_dac.vhms simulation
|-- run3_top_R2E # run script for R2E_example.vams simulation
|-- run3_top_R2E.tcl # Tcl script for R2E_example.vams simulation
|-- run4_top_ER_bidir # run script for top_adc_dac_rload.vams simulation
|-- run5_top_E2R # run script for top_E2R.vams simulation
|-- source # sub-directory including all source files
| |-- adc14.vams # real model of 14-bit ADC in Verilog-AMS
| |-- clock_gen.vams # clock generator
| |-- dac14.vams # real model for 14-bit DAC in Verilog-AMS
| |-- dac14.vhms # real model for 14-bit DAC in VHDL-AMS
| |-- R2E_example.vams # test bench for the R2E
| |-- rdcsource.vams # real model for DC source
| |-- step.vams # real model for step source
| |-- step_bidir.vams # real model for step source, ER_bidir case
| |-- top_adc_dac.vams # Verilog-AMS test bench for 14-bit ADC+DAC
| |-- top_adc_dac.vhms # VHDL-AMS test bench for 14-bit ADC+DAC
| |-- top_adc_dac_rload.vams # Verilog-AMS test bench for 14-bit ADC+DAC
| |-- top_E2R.vams # test bench for the E2R study
`-- tran.scs # analog control file containing tran setup
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Running the Tutorial

Important

Before starting this tutorial, see “Before You Begin” on page 9.

Running the tutorial consists of the following segments, in order:

■ wreal Modeling in Verilog-AMS on page 91

■ wreal Modeling in VHDL-AMS on page 93

■ R2E Connect Module on page 94

■ ER_bidir Connect Module on page 97

■ E2R Connect Module on page 99

➤ Change to the tutorial directory. For example:

cd real_modeling

wreal Modeling in Verilog-AMS

For this segment of the tutorial, do the following:

1. Examine the following files:

❑ source/rdcsource.vams contains the real type model for a DC source. The
output port type is wreal, which is like a wire with the capability to transfer a real
number.

❑ source/step.vams contains the real type model for a ramp source. An external
clock defines the sampling rate.

❑ source/adc14.vams contains an example of a real type model for an ideal 14-bit
ADC.

❑ source/dac14.vams contains an example of a real type model for an ideal 14-bit
DAC.

Note: The Verilog-AMS code for the ideal ADC and DAC is fairly efficient so that the
simulation runs quickly.

2. Examine the irun command in the run1_adc_dac run script.

The options -ACCESS +r (or +rwc) let you use the SimVision debugger to display object
values and see the connectivity.
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3. Run the simulation:

./run1_adc_dac

Several key signals appear in the SimVision Waveform window.

4. On the Design Browser tab in the Design Brower window, right-click top in the
simulator tree and select Send to Schematic Tracer.

5. In the Schematic Tracer window, double-click the simulator::top rectangle.

The block diagram for the design appears.

6. In the SimVision Waveform window, click the run button.

The simulation completes in less than 3 seconds for 2**14=16384 ACD and DAC bit
conversions. In this test case, the clock frequency is 1GHz. The ADC and DAC perform
a conversion on each positive edge of the clock. All signals are discrete in this dataflow
simulation.

7. In the SimVision Waveform window, select the signals rin and aout.

Tip

Click simulator::top.rin, then hold down the Ctrl key while clicking
simulator::top.aout.

8. To change the format of these signals, choose Format – Trace – Digital.

Observe the delay of two clock periods between the input source rin signal and the
output after the ADC + DAC conversion, signal aout.

9. Choose File – Exit SimVision.
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wreal Modeling in VHDL-AMS

We wrote the 14-bit DAC model in VHDL-AMS in this test case using discrete real ports for
the analog signals. We defined the LSB default value in a package. To perform the wreal
modeling exercise for this segment of the tutorial, do the following:

Note: You can exectue the same steps as in “wreal Modeling in Verilog-AMS” on page 91.
Notice that the name of the run script is different.

1. Examine source/source/dac14.vhms and source/top_adc_dac.vhms.

In this example, we instantiate both VHDL-AMS entities and Verilog-AMS modules.

2. Run the simulation:

./run2_adc_dac_vhms

Several key signals appear in the SimVision Waveform window.

3. On the Design Browser tab in the Design Brower window, right-click
WORKLIB:TOP(BHV) in the simulator tree and select Send to Schematic Tracer.

4. In the Schematic Tracer window, double-click the WORKLIB:TOP(BHV) rectangle.

The block diagram for the design appears.

5. In the SimVision Waveform window, click the run button.

The simulation completes in less than 3 seconds for 2**14=16384 ACD and DAC bit
conversions. In this test case, the clock frequency is 1GHz. The ADC and DAC perform
a conversion on each positive edge of the clock. All signals are discrete in this dataflow
simulation.

6. In the SimVision Waveform window, select the signals rin and aout.

Tip

Click simulator::top.rin, then hold down the Ctrl key while clicking
simulator::top.aout.

7. To change the format of these signals, choose Format – Trace – Digital.

Observe the delay of two clock periods between the input source rin signal and the
output after the ADC + DAC conversion, signal aout.

8. Choose File – Exit SimVision.
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R2E Connect Module

For this segment of the tutorial, we will examine the insertion of the R2E (real-to-electrical)
connect module. We will also observe the custom connect rule the software generates
automatically as a result of the ie statement in the amsd block.

Note: See also “E2R Connect Module” on page 99.

To examine the insertion of the R2E (real-to-electrical) connect module, do the following:

1. Examine source/step.vams.

The output of this generator is a wreal type. We used real modeling to design this ramp.
The discipline is logic.

2. Examine the source/R2E_example.vams test bench file.

Signal aout is an electrical net. The step generator drives the electrical primitive
resistor. During elaboration, the software inserts an R2E connect module.

The RLOAD2 resistance value is 200 Ohms. We chose this value to create a divider by
two (because the R2E output impedance is 200 Ohms).

3. Run the simulation:

./run3_top_R2E

Because we added the -IEREPORT option to the irun command, we get the following
report about interface element insertion at the end of elaboration:

----------IE report -------------

Automatically inserted instance: top.aout__R2E__logic (merged):
connectmodule name: R2E,
inserted across signal: aout
and ports of discipline: logic
Sensitivity infomation:

No Sensitivity info
Discipline of Port (Din): logic, Digital port
Drivers of port Din:

(top.I2) assign y = yval
Loads of port Din:

Load: VST_S_BLOCKING_ASSIGNMENT, Line 49, Index 0,
in: top.aout__R2E__logic

Discipline of Port (Aout): electrical, Analog port
----------end IE report -------------

4. Examine the following command in the run3_top_R2E.tcl Tcl script, which we use to
get the domain descriptions of the signals:

describe -verbose top.*
top.gnd....analog net (electrical) = 0
top.aout...analog net (electrical) = 0
top.clk....net (wire/tri) logic = St0
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The software inserts one R2E connect module on net top.aout.

5. In the SimVision Waveform window, click the run button.

The simulation completes. You can do a zoom fit to see five events on the aout signal.

At the end of the simulation, the simulator reports the activity in the SimVision console:

**** AMSD: Mixed-Signal Activity Statistics ****
Number of A-to-D events: 0
Number of A-to-D events in IEs: 0
Number of D-to-A events: 5
Number of D-to-A events in IEs: 5
Number of VHDL-AMS Breaks: 0

The  number of D-to-A events in interface elements is 5, which matches the number of
step executions for the aout signal. The R2E introduces multirate sampling.

6. In the SimVision Waveform window, select signal yval.

7. To change the format of this signal, choose Format – Trace – Digital.

Observe the high activity. The clock period of 1 ns forces the step block to generate a
new sample value every 1 ns. The R2E operates like a sample-and-hold.
vdelta=1.8V/64=0.028125 defines the step for the V(aout) signal. In the waveform
display, we see a step of 1.8/(64*2)= 0.0140625 Volts because the R2E output
impedance is 200 Ohms and we have a resistor load of 200 Ohms.

8. Choose File – Exit SimVision.
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To observe the custom connect rules the software generates automatically as a result of the
ie statement in the amsd block, do the following:

1. Examine the ie statement in the amsd block in the AMS control file, amscf.scs:

include "tran.scs"
amsd {

ie vsup=1.8
}

The software creates a set of 1.8 Volt “full-fast” connect rules based on this statement.

2. After the simulation runs, examine the amscb_ie_crules.vams connect rules file that
the software automatically creates in the hidden directory, .ams_spice_in:

...
// using connectrule: full_fast
discipline discrete_18__1
domain discrete;

enddiscipline

`define Vsup1 1.8
`define Vthi1 1.20
`define Vtlo1 0.60
`define Tr1 0.2n
`define Rlo1 200.0
`define Rhi1 200.0
`define Rx1 40.0
`define Rz1 10.0M
`define Vdelta1 `Vsup1/64.0
`define Vdelta_tol1 `Vdelta1/4.0
`define Tr_delta1 `Tr1/20.0
connectrules discrete_18__1_cr;
connect L2E_2 #(

.vsup(`Vsup1),

.tr(`Tr1), .tf(`Tr1),

.rlo(`Rlo1), .rhi(`Rhi1), .rx(`Rx1), .rz(`Rz1) ) discrete_18__1,
electrical;
connect E2L_2 #(

.vsup(`Vsup1), .vthi(`Vthi1), .vtlo(`Vtlo1), .tr(`Tr1) ) electrical,
discrete_18__1;
connect Bidir_2 #(

.vsup(`Vsup1), .vthi(`Vthi1), .vtlo(`Vtlo1),

.tr(`Tr1), .tf(`Tr1),

.rlo(`Rlo1), .rhi(`Rhi1), .rx(`Rx1), .rz(`Rz1) ) discrete_18__1,
electrical;
connect E2R #(.vdelta(`Vdelta1), .vtol(`Vdelta_tol1), .ttol(`Tr_delta1))
electrical, discrete_18__1;
connect R2E #(.vdelta(`Vdelta1), .tr(`Tr_delta1), .tf(`Tr_delta1),
.rout(`Rlo1)) discrete_18__1, electrical;
connect ER_bidir #(.vdelta(`Vdelta1), .vtol(`Vdelta_tol1), .ttol(`Tr_delta1),

.tr(`Tr_delta1), .tf(`Tr_delta1), .rout(`Rlo1), .rz(`Rz1))
discrete_18__1, electrical;
endconnectrules
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ER_bidir Connect Module

For this segment of the tutorial, we will examine the insertion of the ER_bidir (electrical-to-real
bidirectional) connect module. Using the same test case, we changed the wreal output port
from output y to inout y. To view these differences, you can use the UNIX sdiff
command as follows:

sdiff -s source/step.vams source/step_bidir.vams

output y; | inout y;

To perform this segment of the tutorial, do the following:

1. Run the simulation:

./run4_top_ER_bidir

2. Examine the same run3_top_R2E.tcl Tcl script we used for “R2E Connect Module”
on page 94 which contains the command we use to get the domain descriptions of the
signals:

describe -verbose top.*
top.gnd....analog net (electrical) = 0
top.aout...wire (real) = 0
top.clk....net (wire/tri) logic = St0

The software inserts one bidirectional connect module on wreal net top.aout.

3. In the SimVision Waveform window, click the run button.

The simulation completes. You can do a zoom fit to see five events on the aout signal.

At the end of the simulation, the simulator reports the activity in the SimVision console:

**** AMSD: Mixed-Signal Activity Statistics ****
Number of A-to-D events: 6
Number of A-to-D events in IEs: 6
Number of D-to-A events: 6
Number of D-to-A events in IEs: 6
Number of VHDL-AMS Breaks: 0

The  number of D-to-A events in interface elements is 6.

At time =0, the function absdelta(V(Aout), vdelta, ttol, vtol)) triggers an
additional event in the simulator. With the absdelta function, at time 0, the signal
conversion happens unconditionally.

4. In the SimVision Waveform window, select signal yval.

5. To change the format of this signal, choose Format – Trace – Digital.
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Observe the high activity. The clock period of 1 ns forces the step block to generate a
new sample value every 1 ns. The ER_bidir operates like a sample-and-hold.

6. Choose File – Exit SimVision.
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E2R Connect Module

For this segment of the tutorial, we will examine the insertion of the E2R (electrical-to-real)
connect module. The sample test bench circuit is a SPICE voltage PWL source that drives a
wreal gain amplifier. The vsource PWL definition is as follows:

wave({0,0,10u,0.1})

Note: See also “R2E Connect Module” on page 94.

1. Examine source/top_E2R.vams.

On electrical node v_in, we connect the PWL SPICE source to the real modeling
amplifier. The real amplifier is a synchronous real modeling style example. The code is
as follows:

module rgain (din, dout );
input din;
output dout;
wreal din, dout;
parameter real gain=1.0;
assign dout = gain * din;

endmodule

Every time the real discrete input signal (din) changes, the output signal (dout)
changes.

2. Run the simulation:

./run5_top_E2R

3. Examine the same run3_top_R2E.tcl Tcl script we used for “R2E Connect Module”
on page 94 which contains the command we use to get the domain descriptions of the
signals:

describe -verbose top.*
top.gnd.....analog net (electrical) = 0
top.v_in....analog net (electrical) = 2e-07
top.v_out...wire(real)

4. In the SimVision Console window, type the following command to display the IE report.

scope -aicms -all

The following report appears:

Instance: top.v_in__E2R__discrete_18__1 (merged) is:
instance of connect_module: E2R__discrete_18,
inserted across signal: top.v_in,
and ports of discipline: 1.

The software inserted one E2R connect module.
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5. In the SimVision Waveform window, click the run button.

At the end of the simulation, the simulator reports the activity in the SimVision console:

**** AMSD: Mixed-Signal Activity Statistics ****
Number of A-to-D events: 6
Number of A-to-D events in IEs: 6
Number of D-to-A events: 0
Number of D-to-A events in IEs: 0
Number of VHDL-AMS Breaks: 0

The number of A-to-D events is the same as the number of A-to-D events in interface
elements in this example. This is not always the case, for example, if you use in an
always condition a cross function on an analog signal.

6. Zoom fit and select signals v_in and v_out.

Tip

Select v_in, then hold down the Ctrl key while selecting v_out.

7. To change the format of these signals, choose Format – Trace – Digital.

Observe the lower activity between 0 and 10 µs on v_out: The v_out discrete signal
changes six times. This behavior comes from the E2R connect module whose code is as
follows:

connectmodule E2R (Ain, Dout);
input Ain;
electrical Ain;  //input electrical
output Dout;
wreal Dout;  //output wreal
\logic Dout;  //discrete domain

parameter real vdelta=1.8/64 from (0:inf);  // voltage delta
parameter real vtol=vdelta/4 from (0:vdelta); // voltage tolerance
parameter real ttol=10p from (0:1m];  // time tolerance

real Dreg; //real register for A to D wreal conversion

assign Dout = Dreg;

//discretize V(Ain) triggered by absdelta function
always @(absdelta(V(Ain), vdelta, ttol, vtol))

Dreg = V(Ain);
endmodule

Note: You can find this code in your_install_dir/tools/affirma_ams/etc/
connect_lib/E2R.vams.
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The absdelta function drives the electrical-to-real conversion. Using absdelta, we
can generate events whenever the signal changes more than a delta (defined by
vdelta) from the previous conversion signal value, and a new conversion occurs. The
absdelta function takes a time tolerance argument (ttol), which gets its value from
the following value in .ams_spice_in/amscb_ie_crules.vams:

`define Tr_delta1 `Tr1/20.0

The vdelta value is 2.000000e-02 Volts. The always @(absdelta(V(Ain),
vdelta, ttol, vtol)) statement triggers the probing of the input port of the E2R
connect module. This sampling magnitude comes from the following parameters in the
connect rule:

vdelta=Vsup/64=0.028125

vtol=vdelta/4=7.031E-03

8. Choose File – Exit SimVision.

Cadence provides a set of fixed-voltage connect rules for 1.8V, 3V, and 5V (ConnRules18,
ConnRules3, and ConnRules5) with wreal connect modules in the installation hierarchy.
You can use the connect modules that Cadence provides and customize them according to
your connection requirements using ie statements in an amsd block.
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Using AMS Designer with SystemVerilog

SystemVerilog is a hardware design and verification language that has the following
verification-focused features:

■ Dynamic data types, such as classes and various kinds of arrays

■ Constrained randomization for stimulus generation

■ Functional coverage

■ Property definition and assertions

■ Advanced use of interfaces for transaction-based verification (TBV)

■ Interprocess synchronization

■ Programming constructs, such as clocking blocks, final blocks, and programs

■ Direct programming interface (DPI)

You can use SystemVerilog (as well as other digital languages, such as Specman e and
SystemC) with AMS Designer to blend digital regression and validation methodology into
analog/mixed-signal. (Note that digital-centric validation tools such as Specman now support
analog/mixed-signal capabilities such as real-number read/write so that you can perform
such tasks as coverage, constraint, regression, and so on.)

High-speed SerDes (serializer/deserializer) and RF designs are mixed-signal by nature, and
have complex interactions between the analog circuitry and the digital control blocks. These
larger and more complex designs require more accurate analog simulation, even at a very
high level of abstraction. It is no longer enough to perform block-level SPICE simulation and
full-chip simulation using simple digital HDL models to represent analog blocks. Instead, you
can use the AMS Designer simulator for fast and accurate full-chip simulation.

See the following topics for tutorial information:

■ Test Case Information on page 104

■ Running the Tutorial on page 106
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Test Case Information

The tutorial design features a SystemVerilog testbench that verifies an 8x32 synchronous
memory block. When write is 1, the memory at [addr] gets the value of data_in on the
positive edge of the clock (clk). When read is 1, data_out gets the value of the memory
at [addr] on the positive edge of the clock. The read and write values are never
simultaneously 1.

The memory read and write cycles look like this:

The file/directory structure for this tutorial is as follows:

.
|-- acf.scs # analog control file
|-- amscf.scs # AMS control file
|-- clean_up # clean-up script
|-- probe.tcl # Tcl script

TEST
mem_test.sv

MEMORY
mem7-virtual.vams

addr

read

write

data_in

data_out

5

8

8

clk

TOP: top.sv
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|-- run # run script
'-- source # source files

|-- mem7-virtual.vams # Verilog-AMS memory block, module mem
|-- mem_test.sv # SystemVerilog testbench, module mem_test
'-- top.sv # SystemVerilog top-level wrapper containing

instances of both mem and mem_test
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Running the Tutorial

Important

Before starting this tutorial, see “Before You Begin” on page 9.

To run this tutorial, do the following:

1. Change to the tutorial directory:

cd sv_ams

2. Examine the Verilog-AMS memory module in mem7-virtual.vams.

3. Examine the SystemVerilog testbench module in mem_test.sv to observe the following
verification features of the language:

❑ write_mem and read_mem tasks:

task write_mem ( input [4:0] waddr, input [7:0] wdata, input debug=0 ) ;
...
endtask

...
task read_mem ( input [4:0] raddr, output [7:0] rdata, input debug = 0 ) ;
...
endtask

❑ class memrand, which generates directed-random stimulus:

class memrand;
...
endclass

❑ Functional coverage:

covergroup coverrand @(posedge clk iff (collect_coverage && write));
cp_addr: coverpoint addr;
cp_data_in: coverpoint data_in {
bins uppercase = {[8'h41:8'h5a]};
bins lowercase = {[8'h61:8'h7a]};
bins wantempty = default;

}
endgroup : coverrand
coverrand coverrand_i = new;

4. Examine the top-level SystemVerilog wrapper module in top.sv, which contains
instances of mem (from mem7-virtual.vams) and mem_test (from mem_test.sv).

5. Examine the irun command in the run script:

irun source/*.sv \ SystemVerilog input files
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6. Use the script to run irun:

./run

7. Start SimVision:

simvision &

8. Choose File – Open Database to open the wave.trn file in the waves.shm directory.

9. Browse the signals, paying particular attention to the interface (connect) elements the
software inserted.

10. When you are finished viewing waveforms, choose File – Exit SimVision.

For additional tutorial information, see the following topics:

■ Viewing Coverage Results and Analyzing Coverage Data on page 108

■ Running the Tutorial Using the UltraSim Solver on page 110

source/*.vams \ Verilog-AMS input files

amscf.scs \ AMS control file

-coverage all  -covoverwrite \ Enable coverage instrumentation

-input probe.tcl \ Tcl probe file

-timescale 1ns/100ps \ Set digital timescale

-iereport $1\ Generate IE report

-mess Generate messags
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Viewing Coverage Results and Analyzing Coverage Data

To view coverage results and analyze the coverage data, do the following:

1. Run the Incisive Comprehensive Coverage (ICC) analysis program in graphical mode:

iccr -gui &

The ICC Coverage Totals window appears.

Note: For detailed information about this program, see the ICC User Guide.

2. Choose File – Open Test.

The Open Test form appears.

3. Navigate to and select cov_work/design/test.

Coverage totals appear on the Summary tab.
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4. Select the Functional tab.

5. Expand the Data-oriented Coverage tree.

6. Fully expand the address coverage tree:

[+] top.mem_test_i.coverrand.cp_addr

The expanded tree looks something like this:

[-] top.mem_test_i.coverrand.cp_addr
10/32 [-] auto

2 auto[0]
4 auto[4]
2 auto[6]

...
0 auto[1] to [3]

...

Observe that the random coverage algorithm covers some address values more than
once and other address values not at all.
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7. Expand the input data coverage tree:

[+] top.mem_test_i.coverrand.cp_data_in

The expanded tree looks something like this:

[-] top.mem_test_i.coverrand.cp_data_in
19 uppercase
4 lowercase

The longer you run the test, the more closely the bins reflect your weighting.

o Expand your data coverpoint. You should see no coverage of the default values and
much more coverage of lowercase values than uppercase values.

Running the Tutorial Using the UltraSim Solver

To run this tutorial example using the AMS Designer simulator with the UltraSim solver, do
the following:

➤ Add the -amsf command-line option as an argument to the run script:

./run -amsf

The -amsf command-line option selects and enables the UltraSim solver.
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Using Netlist Compiled Functions

When you run the Virtuoso® AMS Designer simulator with either analog solver (Spectre or
UltraSim), you can have netlist expressions that call functions that the software loads from a
dynamic link library (DLL). You can create your own functions using C or C++ to take
advantage of the features of these languages while overcoming restrictions on netlist
user-defined functions.

For more information about NCFs, see “Netlist Compiled Functions (NCFs)” in the Virtuoso
Spectre Circuit Simulator User Guide.

To load the plug-in for netlist compiled functions (NCFs), use the -spectre_args or
-ultrasim_args command-line option to pass the -plugin command-line option to
Spectre or UltraSim. For example:

irun -spectre_args "-plugin libmyplugin_sh.so"

irun -amsfastspice -ultrasim_args "-plugin libmyplugin_sh.so"

Alternatively, you can use the loadplugin command in your Spectre netlist file.
For example:

loadplugin "libmyplugin_sh.so"

Important

Before starting this tutorial, see “Before You Begin” on page 9.

See the following topics for tutorial details:

■ Tutorial Design Information on page 112

■ Running the Tutorial on page 115
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Tutorial Design Information

This tutorial design is a PLL circuit that has a top-level Verilog testbench containing five major
blocks:

Verilog (testbench on top)
|
|
SPICE (PLL)
|
|-----------------------|--------------------|--------------------|
Verilog-A (VCO) SPICE (PD & CP) Verilog (divider) Verilog (counter)

The top-level testbench is a Verilog module that instantiates a SPICE block, pll_top. Inside
pll_top, the VCO outputs eight evenly-spaced 400 MHz clocks, 45-degree phase apart
from each other. One output clock (vcoclk) then passes through a divider and feeds back
into the phase detector (PD). The phase detector compares the incoming clock signal with the
VCO output clock and produces either an up or a down signal to control the charging or
discharging of the charge pump (CP). As a result, the phase detector either raises or lowers
the VCO output clock frequency to bring it back in sync with the incoming clock. When the
feedback loop becomes stable, the VCO frequency locks to the frequency of the incoming
signal.

The ams_ncf directory and file structure for the tutorial files is as follows:

./
|-- clean_up # clean-up script
|-- models # model directory
|-- probe.tcl # Tcl script for saving signals
|-- amscf.scs # ‘amsd’ block and analog circuits included
|-- run # run script with irun/amss control file
|-- run_amsu # run script with irun/amsu control file
|-- source # source file directory
| |-- analog # analog netlist
| | |-- ChargePump.sp # Charge Pump in SPICE
| | |-- Gates.sp # Buffer in SPICE
| | |-- PLL.sp # PLL in SPICE
| | |-- PhaseDetector.sp # Phase Detector in SPICE
| | `-- VCO.va # VCO in Verilog-A

Tutorial Design Block Language

Voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) Verilog-A

Phase detector (PD) SPICE

Charge pump (CP) SPICE

Divider Verilog

Counter Verilog
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| |-- digital # digital netlist
| | |-- counter.v # counter in Verilog
| | |-- divider.v # divider Verilog module
| | `-- testbench.v # top-level testbench Verilog module
| `-- src # NCF source files
| |-- ncf.h # NCF head file
| `-- incr_decr.c # C code source file
`-- acf.scs # analog control file

The NCF source code file, ./source/src/incr_decr.c, contains two functions: The
incr function applies a 10% increase to the input value, the decr function applies a 10%
decrease to the input value. When you load the compiled object file plug-in, you can call these
functions directly in a SPICE (Spectre) netlist.

=============== incr_decr.c ==================
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "ncf.h"

/* Forward declarations of functions. */
static double incr( ncfHandle_t handle, int argc, double argv[] );
static double decr( ncfHandle_t handle, int argc, double argv[] );

/* The NCF plugin entrypoint. This function must exist and be exported
* from the DLL for the DLL to be recognised as a NCF plugin. */
extern void
ncfInstall( void )
{

ncfHandle_t func = 0L;

/* What version of NCF are we using ?
 * If the return value is ncfFALSE, then this version is not supported
 * by the simulator. */
if (!ncfSetDefaultVersion( NCF_VERSION_1 ))

return;

/* First we create the NCF incr. It will take 1 argument. */
func = ncfCreateFunction( "incr" );
ncfSetNumArgs( func, 1, 1 );
ncfSetDLLFunctionV1( func, &incr );
ncfRegisterFunction( func );

/* First we create the NCF decr. It will take 1 argument. */
func = ncfCreateFunction( "decr" );
ncfSetNumArgs( func, 1, 1 );
ncfSetDLLFunctionV1( func, &decr );
ncfRegisterFunction( func );

return;
}

/* Implementation of incr */
static double
incr( ncfHandle_t handle, int argc, double argv[] )
{

return argv[0] * 1.1;
}
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/* Implementation of decr */
static double
decr( ncfHandle_t handle, int argc, double argv[] )
{

return argv[0] * 0.9;
}
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Running the Tutorial

To run the tutorial, do the following in the ams_ncf directory:

1. (Optional) Create the Compiled Shared Object File on page 116

2. Use the loadplugin Command in the Netlist on page 116

3. Use the -plugin Option on page 118
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Create the Compiled Shared Object File

Important

This step is optional because we provide the compiled shared object file in
./source/analog/libincr_decr_sh.so. You can use the file that we provide
without performing the following tasks.

To create the compiled shared object file for this tutorial, do the following (from the ams_ncf
tutorial directory):

1. Change to the directory containing the C source file:

cd ./source/src

2. Use the mmsim_genplugin utility from MMSIM 7.0 or gcc to compile the C source file,
./source/src/incr_decr.c.

mmsim_genplugin -n incr_decr incr_decr.c

gnumake

The software writes the shared object file to
./source/src/lnx86/lib/libincr_decr_sh.so.

3. Copy the compiled shared object file to the analog source file directory:

cp lnx86/lib/libincr_decr_sh.so ../analog

4. When you are finished with this optional tutorial step, change back to the ams_ncf
directory:

cd ../..

Use the loadplugin Command in the Netlist

To use the loadplugin command in the netlist, do the following:

1. Observe the loadplugin command as well as the incr and decr function calls in
./source/analog/PLL.sp. The loadplugin command makes it possible for you to
call the incr and decr functions directly in the netlist.

=============== PLL.sp =====================
...
loadplugin "./libincr_decr_sh.so"

//Parameters define
parameters res_org = 2.4e3
parameters cap_org = 500e-15

//Option_1
parameters res_ncf = incr (res_org);
parameters cap_ncf = decr (cap_org);
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//Option_2
//parameters res_ncf = decr (res_org);
//parameters cap_ncf = incr (cap_org);
...
c3 vcom 0 cap_ncf
c7 clk_p0_1x 0 5e-12
c5 vcop 0 cap_ncf
c2 clk_p0_4x 0 5e-12
r1 vcom net7 res_ncf
r4 vcop net11 res_ncf
...
==========================================

In the low-pass filter, we can adjust the resistors and capacitors (r1, r4, c3, and c5), run
the test case with two different options (by editing the file to change where the comment
delimiters are), and compare the results.

2. Observe the command-line options in the run script:

#! /bin/csh -f
irun ./source/digital/*.v \

./amscf.scs \
-iereport \
-timescale 1ns/1ns \
-input probe.tcl \

Important

To run the AMS Designer simulator with the UltraSim solver, use the run_amsu
script instead. This script adds the -amsfastspice command-line option, which
specifies the UltraSim solver.

3. Run the script:

./run

or

./run_amsu

4. When you are finished, run the clean-up script:

./clean_up
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Use the -plugin Option

In this next segment, we will explore an alternative way to load the compiled shared object
file that contains the incr and decr functions—the -plugin option to the -spectre_args
command-line option.

1. Comment out the loadplugin command line in ./source/analog/PLL.sp:

//loadplugin "./libincr_decr_sh.so"

2. Add the following -spectre_args command-line option to the run script:

#! /bin/csh -f
irun ./source/digital/*.v \

./amscf.scs \
-iereport \
-timescale 1ns/1ns \
-input probe.tcl \
-spectre_args "-plugin ./source/analog/libincr_decr_sh.so"

Important

To run the AMS Designer simulator with the UltraSim solver, add the
-ultrasim_args to the run_amsu script instead:

-ultrasim_args "-plugin ./source/analog/libincr_decr_sh.so"

3. Run the revised script:

./run

or

./run_amsu

4. When you are finished, run the clean-up script:

./clean_up
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